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SUMMARY 

Author: Peter Fogel 

Supervisor: Jon Mikkel Broch Ålvik 

Title: Technology on the Musical Global Frontier: A Study of Brazilian Music Actors’ 

Technological Negotiations 

Abstract: Ongoing development within music technology and the expansion of innovative use 

of this technology affects how its use is negotiated by the individual music actor. This study 

focuses on this negotiation process as it relates to music creativity and how it reflects 

globalization and hybridity in a postcolonial perspective. This study is based on eight interviews 

conducted in Brazil with music actors within higher music education, and interpreted using a 

hermeneutical approach. In order to create a base for discussion and common terminology in 

the interviews, the informants were offered, prior to the interviews, to use a cloud based digital 

audio workstation for two months. The workstation contained both creative and communicative 

tools. The interpretation was based on the transcribed interviews and carried out with the 

support of a postcolonial theoretical framework. The results showed diverse negotiation 

strategies with regards to musical creativity as hybridity with evidence of influences from the 

past, present and the future. This process of negotiation also showed individuals’ relation to 

globalization and how this affects musical expression. Overall, the study concludes that 

technology offers an extended connectivity between the individual, the local and the global as 

well as tool for creativity and musical expression, and the different ways in which those 

perspectives are negotiated. 

Keywords: music technology, brazil, hybridity, glocalization, globalization, post-colonialism, 

agency, negotiation 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since 2000 I have been a lecturer in sound engineering and music production in higher 

education in Sweden. During this time, I have witnessed first-hand the progress in production 

processes and the gradual improvement in equipment. The former includes studio facility 

located processes as well as home recording studios connected via the internet, and the latter 

encompasses analogue linear devices typically represented by tape recorders as well as the 

digitally revolutionized audio workstation with non-linear data storage and instant access. The 

development of the internet has increased the upgrade rate for software and changed how data 

is being shared and distributed as well as how people communicate and have access to different 

musical expressions through streaming services and the like. As a lecturer in the field of music 

production I have always relished the challenges of this ongoing development and how to relate 

the ensuing changes to my own work in pedagogics and didactics. The questions I have been 

asking myself along the way include: what is the best and most efficient structure/didactic in 

presenting different production tools for the student? How can I help the individual student to 

negotiate their own aesthetic expression with the aid of the production tools being available to 

them? 

This technology opens doors to new possibilities in music-making. How, then, do these 

possibilities interfere with the music and the musical practitioners? Recorded music is a 

historical marker of individual expression, but also appears at the intersection of discourses and 

movements at present, which in turn influence individuals’ interpretations of the music and 

calibrate the various musical expressions within such discourses. This conception of musical 

history and canon formation is in one way or another part of new music and expressions. 

Technology plays a vital part in these processes – the historical reproduction in the way of 

phonograms, streaming services etc., and the creativity in making new music in the way of 

modern production and communication equipment mentioned above. 

Communication and distribution have developed in crucial ways since the dawn of the Internet, 

and with the combination of smartphones we literally have the world in our pockets. Differing 

time zones are the only real obstacle to communication and interaction with people on the 

opposite side of the globe, and music from a broad range of histories and genres is accessible 

through a single account on a streaming service. 

In short, music becomes globalized at the hands (or ears) of the individual. I recall a process 

within a production where the Swedish producer had stumbled upon a YouTube video of a 

Brazilian guitarist living in the US. They exchanged audio files over an Internet cloud service 

and some months later the Swedish band production had a new Brazilian “member” working 

from the US. The individual musical expression is distributed worldwide with the push of a 

button.  

All these possibilities are at hand thanks to technology. Or are they really only possibilities? 

Could these scenarios represent challenges as well? Could the selection of technology be 

creatively restraining? These questions lead us to the problem area of this study. 
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BACKGROUND 

In this section I aim to show the relevance for studying the technological part of musical creative 

processes as well as to show how technology is challenging the notion of nation-state and 

culture, and I will also show the relevance and necessity to study this with postcolonial 

perspective. I will develop this by starting with mapping the field of this study and previous 

research human-technology interaction. I then continue by discussing my own preconception 

of the area of this study, and relate this to Brazil, where my informants reside. 

Field of study and previous research 

In this section, when outlining the field where this study resides, I touch upon terms and 

perspectives that I will develop in the chapter on the theoretical framework for the project, as 

well as structures for the study that I develop in the chapter on method. 

This study aims to provide perspectives on the individuals’ relation to music technology and 

their use of it. By use I mean for both the individual’s own interest and creativity, and the use 

or technology as part of social relations, where these relations can be of both local and global 

nature. This places this study at the intersection of musicology, humanities and social sciences, 

as it studies how humans are musical with technology and how this activity relates socially on 

a local as well as a global level.  

To this end I take inspiration from the work of Green and Porcello (2005). Their anthology, 

Wired for Sound, deals with similar questions to my own concerning the relation/s between 

stages (individual, society, music and technology), with its main focus on the technology and 

its impact on the other stages. The authors cover all six continents of the globe, and Greene 

claims in the introduction the perspective of globalization of the publication perspective of 

globalization of the publication as it  

 […] is about technological music making in global perspectives, about the extension of control 

and assertions of creativity that ensue as technologies invented and produced in western societies 

are incorporated into and used by world cultures, and about both the nuancing and the 

revolutionizing of cultural forms and practices that have been brought about through wired 

sound. (Greene & Porcello, 2005, p. 2)  

I find the anthology useful in its acknowledgement of technology in the ecosystem of music. 

Music technology is most often treated as a vehicle for the actual expressive texts that are being 

studied, or as Porcello concludes in the afterword of the anthology: 

[…] the authors suggest that audio recording technologies and practices should be, for scholars 

in these and in other disciplines, more than just the tools of documenting expressive culture; they 

should be objects of study in their own right. In many ways, then, they argue for a shift in 

scholarly focus from the examination of the products of sound engineering (for example, musical 

or other sonic texts) to the processes of engineering as a vital aspect of contemporary cultural 

life. (Greene & Porcello, 2005, p. 269) 

Taylor (2001) also argues that the role of music technology needs to be better understood as he 

challenges traditional musical theories, perspectives, values and approaches. For example he 

discusses different production processes where the traditional way start at the composer with 

the abstract idea and ends up concrete at execution in concert, while music technology enables 

the opposite where the producer can start with concrete materials and through processing create 

an abstract work (Taylor, 2001, p. 59). Typical examples for these processes are classic music 

and electro-acoustic music production processes respectively. Relevant for this study is also his 
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discussion on agency and globalization, but also his reasoning on scientific theory needed to 

study the field of music technology. One interesting perspective is Taylor’s identification of 

music technology (among others) as schemata and/or resource. Schemata refers to “virtual” 

assets as routines and software, while resources are “actual” equipment. Schemas and resources 

that withstand over time forms a structure, where structure should not be viewed as a stasis, but 

instead dynamically changing over time as schema and resource change along with the 

knowledge about them (Taylor, 2001, p. 36). This means that music technology (assets) is part 

of the creative process (routines), and that the structure these two make develop in a dialog 

between them. 

Katz (2010), Sterne (2003), and Chanan (1995) all take on the perspective of history of music 

technology and the impact it has had on music and the human conception of it.  

Katz (2010) describes the interrelationship between technology and music with what he calls 

seven causes with related phonograph effects. Each of these causes represents a kind of 

technology or functionality and the phonograph effect its impact on the human interaction with 

music. The causes presented are:  

• Tangibility as technology makes it possible to “hold and touch” the music by its 

technical medium (wax roll, LP-, CD-disc, datafile etc.). Music is represented in 

physical form. 

• Portability comes with the physical form and makes music able to move. 

• (In)visibility acknowledge the separation of artist and listener as the performance can 

take place in a different space and time than the listening. 

• Repeatability is about the possibility to rewind and repeat the same exact performance. 

• Temporality turns to the limitations of the medium. A wax roll, LP or CD can only hos 

so much music. 

• Receptivity is about frequency range and dynamic resolution of the technology, and its 

assets of new sounds. Receptivity also acknowledge the change of environments for the 

performers and the listeners e.g. the concert hall for the studio and home respectively. 

• Manipulability is a cause based on the possibility to store music which leads to the 

possibility to edit and manipulate the performance. 

Katz then present different phonograph effects caused by the above. Such as how compositions 

had to take the length of recording time into account as until 1948 the medium was limited to 

4,5 minutes, and how file sharing represents technology with (in)visible causes as the artist and 

listener is separated in space and time and not even “communicating” with the exchange of a 

product and money. The tangibility of music with the related portability and repeatability 

started a whole new set of business: studios, vinyl (for example) production and distribution 

and music furniture manufacture and distribution. The development of microphones changed 

the receptivity and, for example, inspired into the new vocal approach of crooning where Bing 

Crosby and Frank Sinatra are typical representatives. The Crosby and Sinatra sound are a 

combination of their voices and technology.  

Sterne (2003) analyses the technological impact on human in manners of psychoacoustic, 

individual-, social-, and musical conceptions. The technology of headphones, for example, 

challenge the conception of how music is a social act as well as the individual’s identification 

with the music. The technology (headphones), music and listener formed a new commodity. 

Sound hold a lot of information that in relation to the listeners experience can tell about the 

environment, materials, distances, and movements. Sound is a “now” in resonance with 
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experiences from several senses from several environments and situations.  Departing from the 

technological invention of stethoscope Sterne exemplify this by reasoning how technology 

challenge the source of truth. The doctor can listen and build a diagnosis out of her/his medical 

experience instead of only being referred to what the patient is describing. 

Chanan’s (1995) work is more of a historical map over sound technology and its business, but 

one interesting discussion is about the developmental cycle where technology and music 

interacts: the manufacturing of a technology is analyzed affectively by its user as well as 

scientifically and economically by institutions. The technology and its functionality are also 

challenging the conception of music and tradition of how to create it and how to listen to it 

which enables further imagination of what is artistically possible. This goes back as feedback 

to the manufacturing process where product enhancement takes place. In this way, technology 

has been part of the development of new approaches to music creation (tools) where the 

compositional process is done directly towards a sound image as composition, interpretation, 

performance, production, time and place is merging. 

In a previous study I study this developmental cycle in a micro perspective with the individual 

producer in focus within a creative process (Fogel, 2016). The study concludes about assets for 

the creative process in music. The assets are goal, imagination, aesthetic experience, knowledge 

and experience of technological tools, time, resources (equipment) and environment. All these 

interferes and interacts in a creative process. 

Other researchers in the field of music technology relevant for the present study are Wilson & 

Brown, Mbabazi, Michailowsky and Holland. A summary of some of their work will follow. 

These are interesting for my study as they investigate the complex nexus of culture, music, 

human and technology (amongst others) on the creative frontier of music tradition and new 

technology. 

Wilson and Brown (2012) investigates the role of technology in different artistic projects in 

Derby, England. By studying processes and outcomes of mixed-media, the authors focus on 

technological implication on the creative process. This is an interesting contribution to the 

knowledge of human interaction with music technology, and the result shows the complexity 

in creative collaboration and how technology can interfere in different ways in this process. 

Mbabazi (2012) adds an interesting perspectives in her discussion of the technological impact 

on creativity and the conception of musicianship by studying several Uganda artists and their 

use of for example sampler and editing tools. Technology (digital) is evaluated by the 

possibilities with it to create sounds beyond the human capacity. Key points in Mbabazi’s 

research in relation to this study is her conclusion of the studio as an instrument and how its 

residing technology with samplers, editing possibilities and signal processors can dehumanize 

the music by sounding more mechanical, purposely or not. A production process based on a lot 

of technology can also be limiting for the creativity as the sound source is fixed in a way that 

human musical interaction is not. On contrary, technology can extend the human possibility by 

enhancing a performance and by offering new sounds and sound manipulation beyond the 

music actor’s imagination. 

Michailowsky (2013) focuses on the “Prisma project” that engaged professional Brazilian 

musicians – explicitly César Camargo Mariano in Michailowsky’s case –  to discover electronic 

resources as a calculated development of the Brazilian popular music. I will develop this genre 

later, but it is worth noting that Michailowsky’s article helps to see the complexity in Brazilian 

music, and that it has been under the influences of and challenged by technology. He does this 
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by studying Mariano’s ideas of the music within the “Prisma project” where the new music 

technologies in the 1980’s were used for the purpose to renew Brazilian music. The “question” 

of how technological Brazilian music can be, is evident in cites of Mariano where he defends 

his apparently electronic music of being Brazilian. Michailowsky uses the term hybridization 

(which I will develop in my theoretical framework in relation to this study) by means to show 

the many possible nuances in different musical mixtures. Michailowsky concludes the 

importance of difference between musical integration and hybridization. For instance, a new 

instrument can be integrated within existing musical traditions, while a new musical expression 

is a hybrid of creativity, instruments and traditions. By replacing “instrument” with 

“technology”, this perspective reveals itself as interesting for this study. To what point is 

technology integrated in a creative process and to what point is it part of hybridization? 

Holland (2011) explores the negotiation process of Dunedin1 musicians with focus on the 

musicians’ preconceptions and place and how it affects the musical negotiation. Holland used 

an interesting method combined of “interviews, participant observation, the media, 

photography and audio recording” (Holland, 2011, p. 104). This construction of method is 

interesting for this study as Holland studies the musicians’ notion of aesthetic within the 

spectrum between process and work. While not using the term hybridization, he deals with a 

complex mix of perspectives that the Dunedin musicians take into account. These perspectives 

are authenticity, location and technology, and Holland summarize that his thesis “seeks to 

delineate a productive understanding of the nexus between independent music practice, digital 

technology use, history and location” (Holland, 2011, p. ii).  

Building on these examples of previous research, I intend to accomplish mainly two things. 

First, to highlight the relevance of my study as a contribution to and extension of a relatively 

new field of the affect and effect of technology in our lives, and secondly to show a collection 

of publications (and knowledge) from several parts of the world. Thus, the publications maps a 

globalized human activity in negotiating technology in musical practice which is a reason to 

perform my study as a contribution to an unexplored field (Greene & Porcello, 2005). Sterne 

touches this complex field of study of the interaction between technology and human, and states 

that 

Considered as a product, reproduced sound might appear mobile, decontextualized, 

disembodied. Considered as a technology, sound reproduction might appear mobile, 

dehumanized, and mechanical. But, considered as a process, sound reproduction has an 

irreducible humanity, sociality, and spatiality. (Sterne, 2003, p. 236) 

Even though this study claims that musical practice and creativity in general is the same in a 

global perspective there are differences in the way that these are structured, valued and realized. 

We are all in a process of hybridization where this process may differ in relation to space, place 

and attendant discourses. The options and possibilities in this process differ and so do the 

individuals and their subjective goals and needs. 

The Researcher 

In the following sections I will describe my informants’ and my background. I will later relate 

this to my theoretical framework and method of choice, but briefly, as interpretation is central 

in my method it is essential to inform on the background on both participants in the situation of 

                                                 

1 Geographic area in New Zeeland 
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interview. The fact that I as researcher also is participating in the data collecting process 

(interviews) will be discussed in the chapter on Method. 

In the introduction I presented myself as a lecturer in music production in Swedish higher 

education. In this role I have been able to study, in action, students use of technical tools in 

their creative practice. This practice has changed over the almost two decades I have been 

working, going from using only analogue production gear to today’s predominantly digital 

equivalent. I have grown accustomed to constantly adjusting my pedagogical approach in 

relation to this development of technology and with it, the development of production 

techniques and forms of expression. The students I meet in my work have frequently been up 

to date with the latest technology, and more eager to learn how to create the “latest sound” from 

the top charts. However, there are also the students who are intrigued by other aspects such as 

finding one’s “own sound” according to what one wants to express and to be associated with. 

These students have frequently shown me new and innovative uses of traditional equipment. 

Lately I have had the notion of a tension between this “latest” and the “expression” where 

knowledge of the latest equipment and production technique is to stay at the front of attention 

as a newspaper’s breaking news, and to be able to participate in related music discourse. On the 

other side of the tension is the expression where I find a slower search for an individual sound 

as an identity quest. This artistic approach often relates to a different music discourse. What I 

want to say about this tension is that it reveals a variety of approaches to how to incorporate 

and use technology in music. 

Even though a large number of students train where I work, the variety of musical expressions 

could easily be perceived as homogeneous since the majority of the music may be identified as 

belonging to a British-American pop music lineage in the way they use instrumentation and 

form, and produce sound and expression. This in turn has developed into a wide range of genres 

and subgenres, but during the past two decades I have heard very little of the chamber music 

form, electroacoustic music or J-pop, K-pop, Brazilian popular music, reggae etc. As cultures 

do, they reproduce themselves to some extent, and the British-American inspired pop music is 

a case in point. This is borne out in genre in a kind of circular system by which the genre 

expression requires a certain setup of tools and with these tools one can reproduce the genre in 

familiar ways. Genre development is moving forward every now and then with innovations in 

technology and genre hybrids (Chanan, 1995; Sterne, 2003). This raises questions concerning 

what kind of forces and initiatives that guide this development and how it relates to the 

individual music actor. 

Brazil and Sweden 

Early in this chapter I outlined the historical development and global spread of technical 

involvement in music creativity as well as how technology, the actual equipment, is the focus 

in a new scientific field (Greene & Porcello, 2005; Taylor, 2001). The collected research 

examples narrate the need for a global perspective on the individual musical actor’s creativity. 

To this end I as researcher needed to change context and listen to other ideas and conceptions 

than the ones within my everyday practice in a western-tradition discourse. 

As a consequence of the purpose of this study, I was invited to participate in a project within 

the Swedish foundation of internationalization of higher education and research (STINT), 

which made it possible for me to collect data in Brazil. The project was granted funding along 

with the Brazilian counterpart CAPES in a program called Joint Brazilian-Swedish Research 

Collaboration. The program supports “reinforcement of Swedish research and higher education 

through establishment and development of international collaborations” (‘STINT’, n.d. My 
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translation). I have made four trips to Brazil within the duration of the STINT program, the last 

two for the purpose of this study. 

My collected experience in Brazil is almost five months and includes participation in a 

Linnaeus-Palme exchange program. The program is funded by Swedish government through 

the Swedish Council for Higher Education (UHR). Within this program I have worked as 

teacher in music production in Brazil for a total of 14 weeks spread over four visits. The first 

two weeks I did a course in Portuguese and after that I went for three periods of teaching of 

four weeks each.  

During these visits I have immersed myself in Brazilian culture by investigating into cultural 

practices, through work and theoretically through discussions with colleagues and friends. 

Musical practices are central to ideas of Brazilian identity and belonging in a number of ways. 

The society lives its tradition of samba and choro among other music styles. A small samba 

school or bloco, in Rio de Janeiro for example, attracts up to 5000 musicians and dancers. A 

big bloco – one that is offered a spot in the huge annual carnival – may be attended by as much 

as 50.000 people. Brazilian music represents a variety of styles, expressions, instruments and 

more, which in turn represents a variety of cultural backgrounds. 

MPB 

Even though this study is not focusing specifically on Brazilian music, it is important to draw 

a heuristic map of the Brazilian music tradition, as it is part of the participant’s lives. As I build 

this study upon hermeneutics, which I will discuss later, it is of importance to give an image of 

the participants context. 

A strong musical movement in Brazil called MPB - Música Popular Brasileira (Brazilian 

Popular Music) - has developed into a wide spectrum of Brazilian music tradition influenced 

by other musical expression such as jazz, electronica, rock and country to mention some 

(Stroud, 2008). Similar to other music scenes all around the world, Brazil has musical 

movements and innovations that challenge established idioms and traditions with new sounds, 

approaches, purposes, commerce and more. MPB connotes conflicts and struggles as well as 

creativity and participation in various discourses on Brazilian culture. The history of MPB goes 

back to the growth of a Brazilian identity detached from an occupying culture during the 

colonial era. In the early 20th century, the artist and musicologist Andrade criticized his fellow 

artists for not creating and performing native Brazilian art. Andrade was a strong voice in this 

process in expressing the unique Brazilian native culture instead of copying Portuguese culture. 

He argued that the artists reproduced the colonial culture instead of participating in the 

development of the Brazilian musical nationalism (Stroud, 2008). The roots of MPB is in the 

folk music of the native Brazilians or its hybrids of African and European music expressions 

and instruments. As I mentioned, Brazil faced a conflict with importing commercial music 

cultures in the 20th century, and MPB evolved as a movement of preserving the Brazilian 

musical heritage (Stroud, 2008), but came later to also be a movement of modernization. Today, 

MPB include many different musical styles with a set of “lowest common denominators”, 

where a crucial such denominator is the interpretation and expression of the present Brazil 

(Stroud, 2008). Stroud argues that the concept of MPB has come to be the forum for many 

musical expressions and people to meet and discuss. Thus, MPB has been a movement of 

discussion including class, culture, tradition, modernization, literature and poetry. Regarding 

the negotiation between heritage and modernization Stroud states that “[…] MPB 

simultaneously has a foot in both the present and the past, and can be projected as both the 

upholder of tradition and the harbinger of musical modernization” (Stroud, 2008, p. 41).  
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Today, MPB includes all kinds of new Brazilian music ranging from bossa nova to rock and 

electronic. Therefore, MPB is a dynamic labelling of music, where music can “earn” the label 

in different ways. It is a situation of hybridization – a central term in this study that I will discuss 

in the chapter on Theoretical framework – where, for example, a creative blend of tradition and 

electronic equipment is a process within MPB. This is exemplified in the study of Michailowsky 

(2013) referred above, but it can also be the case of how the lyrics are treated, rhythmic patterns 

(despite instrumentation), the use of traditional instruments etc. This conception of MPB is 

reflected in Brazil’s higher education in music, a fact which is also emphasized by my 

informants in this study. 

Higher education 

The development of modern music education in Sweden has been based to a large extent on 

non-traditional musical styles such as jazz, blues, rock and pop. In comparison, in Brazil, the 

educational part of the MPB discourse accommodates both traditional and non-traditional 

styles. Whereas the Swedish system offers educational programs in the areas of jazz and pop, 

the Brazilian system offers MPB, where traditions for instrument making and playing 

techniques are sustained and developed. These are observations of mainstream structures; 

however, I hasten to add that the diversity in both countries is broader than this. To name but a 

few, there are jazz and rock traditions and educational programs in Brazil and folk music 

movements and opportunities to study folk-related instruments in Sweden. For example, 

Mateiro (2011) shows that Brazilian music students in higher education prefer with some 

difference a ranking of classical music, rock/pop music and folk music. A fourth kind of music 

were part of Mateiro’s research referring to Brazilian traditional music, MPB, jazz, kids music, 

gospel and more. This category was about half as popular among the student as the first three 

if they were to choose music to perform in class. Questions arises about these categorizations. 

It is unclear whether the classical music category is about the western canon and/or Brazilian’s 

own classical canon. The MPB-genre can, in my opinion, be argued to reside in the rock/pop 

category as well as the folk music category. But according to Mateiro’s result, the students 

interest in MPB is clearly lower than in the other categories. 

When comparing Brazilian and Swedish higher education a difference in the student’s 

possibility to access higher education is evident. Kussuda (2016) describes the Brazilian 

educational landscape as consisting of both private and public schools and universities. These 

have different financial possibilities where in general the public ones are in a bigger financial 

challenge than the private ones. The upper class can afford to give their children a better 

education in private schools than the lower classes, and in turn the upper class students 

outperforms the lower class students in the application test (vestibular) and occupies the public, 

free universities. As a consequence, the lower class students are referred to private expensive 

universities (Kussuda, 2016). 

In Sweden, all education is free and the competition to access an education is basically about 

grades. Inequalities do exist and in Sweden’s case they are more a consequence of traditions 

and the resulting attitudes toward education in general. 
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PROBLEM AREA 

The world is becoming globalized, in no small part thanks to communication technology. The 

commodities in music has been developed for long (Chanan, 1995) and has turned into a new 

era with digitalization and communication technology (Greene & Porcello, 2005; Katz, 2010; 

Sterne, 2003). As a consequence, technological skills are mandatory and consequently raise 

question about the affect the technology has on the individuals’ agency (Greene & Porcello, 

2005; Taylor, 2001). What does this mean in the perspective of music and for the music actors2? 

In what ways does technology connect the musical global and the individual? How and why is 

technology used today by music actors? In what ways is globalization affecting their 

musicianship and their agency in music creation? What role does technology play in this, and 

could it be considered a confrontation or an invitation? These are questions that arise from 

previous research as well as my daily work as teacher in music production, where I see the 

massive increase of technological possibilities in the music production students’ practice. 

Technology has become affordable and accessible, and everyone with a computer can do a lot 

of what only the big traditional studio could do 20 years ago – technically-speaking. With a bit 

of financial help, the home producer can buy or rent equipment, making it possible to record 

cheaply and quickly e.g. with multiple microphones for drum production or live recordings. 

And lately, with just a smartphone in your pocket you can have technology assisting your 

musical practice in several aspects, such as communication, voice memo, software synthesizers, 

recording, mixing, and distribution. These technical possibilities expose the musical actor to a 

myriad of creative possibilities. 

In my profession I have experienced different power relations between the student as an actor 

and the equipment and techniques as a shifting response to the music actor and his/her artistic 

agenda. Considering the abundance of musical influences at hand and the myriad possibilities 

that modern information technology affords, I would argue that the musicians’ motivation and 

ways of expressing themselves are constantly subject to change, possibly at a higher rate than 

ever. Production tools are also constantly being developed and refined, and new tools and 

versions can be accessed via the internet within seconds. Thus the power source fluctuates 

between the involved agents (Foucault, 1982); ancestors of music tradition, the present 

musician and manufacturers of technology. How, then, can we theorize the negotiation between 

them, and where does this negotiation take place in an ever-globalizing world? 

Aim of the study 

The aim of this study is to investigate, through a postcolonial understanding, how music actors 

in higher music education relate to and make use of technology in music. 

Research questions 

How do music actors in higher music education use and incorporate technology in their musical 

practice? 

                                                 

2 I use the term music actor for the purpose of including all the diverse ways one can be active in any music 

discourse. The term is used throughout this study to designate anyone creatively active in making music such as, 

but not limited to, musician, composer, arranger and producer.  
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How can music actors’ work in higher music education be understood as reflecting 

globalization and glocalization, and how may this work be perceived as examples of hybridity 

of music and technology? 

How do such negotiations contribute to an understanding of the possibilities of musical agency? 
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THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

This section offers a summary of the design of this study, as an early outline for the reader as I 

will develop each part further on. 

Given the purpose of this study I need to meet individual music actors in their use of technology. 

Underlying in this purpose is the need for an approach that brings forth the individual narratives 

as well as an interpretation method true to those narratives. For this I will present hermeneutics 

as both a perspective on the individual stories as “truth”, and as a method for interpretation 

where I as researcher can unfold deeper meaning from the stories. This makes hermeneutics 

present at many stages, and for this reason it is presented and discussed early in the study.  

Furthermore, I will present interviews as my data collecting method – the situation where I 

meet the participants and take part in their stories. All the participants are related to a university 

in Brazil, they study music in different ways and are music actors in different ways. The 

differences help me get stories of different point of views and conception of the technology at 

focus. By immerging myself into another culture I step out of my comfort zone which help me 

be alert about the environment and nuances in stories told. To help me and the participant to 

have technology at focus, I let them use a music production tool. This is used as a mind map in 

the interviews to guide the discussion through different aspects of tools for music creation and 

communication. 

To help me interpret how globality and locality are informed in the participants stories, I 

transcribe the interviews and interpret them, in hermeneutic approach, through a postcolonial 

framework. The framework offers tools to describe the individual’s dynamic, or hybrid, relation 

to globality as well as locality and individuality. 
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

In this section I will present the theoretical framework for this study which, based on its aim 

and research questions, I place in the intersection of qualitative research, hermeneutics and 

postcolonial theory. Given that the purpose of this study is to put the music actor’s use of 

technology in focus and to hear about this usage, I need to meet and listen to the actors and 

interpret their ideas and conceptions of technology in music. I will in this chapter argue for the 

interpretative nature of qualitative research and hermeneutics, and present a cultural 

postcolonial framework that makes it possible, in the chapters Method and Result, to reveal the 

inner meanings of the stories told by the informants. The different conceptions presented in this 

chapter intersect with each other at certain points, and the overall structure of this section goes 

from general and wide perspectives down to conceptions of the individual. I start with the 

categorization of this study as a qualitative research and continue with hermeneutics as the 

perspective of knowledge and human conception. Then I problematize the relation of global 

and local with postcolonial theory, that leads on to the concept of hybridity as I get closer to 

the concluding conception of the individual as actor and related agency in musical encounters. 

Qualitative research 

According to Alvesson & Sköldberg (2011) there is no simple and definite division of 

qualitative and quantitative research. The authors argue that it has been a heated discussion 

regarding this binary but this debate has cooled down to a more including rhetoric about how 

the two may complement each other. Qualitative research, or reflective empirical research as 

Alvesson & Sköldberg suggests, does involve the characteristics of the participating researcher 

whereas his experiences are part of the interpretative work. As Denzin & Lincoln argue a 

“qualitative researcher studies things in their natural environment and tries to understand, or 

interpret, phenomena based on the meaning people give them” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, in 

Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2011, p. 17, My translation). This leads us to hermeneutics as a choice 

of theory and method in my performance of qualitative research. 

Hermeneutics 

Hermeneutics is a concept that holds both theory about truth and knowledge, and attitude 

towards method and analysis (Hartman, 2004). Even though hermeneutics is mostly related to 

my method I choose to present its basic conception of truth and knowledge in this chapter since 

I will draw upon its description of how the human can place herself in her world and in relation 

to others. In the following sections I will argue for the hermeneutical truth, knowledge and 

relation to music, and leave the hermeneutical attitude towards method and analysis for the 

chapter on Method.  

Hermeneutics and science 

Husserl introduced the term Lebenswelt, lifeworld, and I will draw upon Gadamer’s 

development it . Gadamer is a late and strong voice in hermeneutics and the development of 

this concept. He suggests that the “individuals lifeworld is the world as one person experience 

it, the world in which herself, other persons and objects have a determinate meaning” (Hartman, 

2004, p. 185, my translation). Each individual carries their specific conception of their lifeworld 

in an ecological perspective where they have subjective identity, physical body with 

possibilities in their lifeworld as of movement and sensory notions, and social participation and 

networking.  
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Hermeneutics includes the study of human subjects and their experiences in pursuit of truth, 

where truth is considered a process and human interactivity rather than essentially static in 

nature. Relativity is essential in hermeneutics as our notion of truth is constantly changing as 

we add knowledge and experiences to those we already have. Hermeneutical truth is the 

enunciated lifeworld which is constantly changing, by being expanded or revalued (Hartman, 

2004). This is relevant for this study as it aims to reveal the individual conceptions of 

technology in music opposed to generalizations.  

Gadamer constituted that it is not possible to fully understand another person’s notion of his/her 

world. One is always making meaning and understanding based on one’s own 

preunderstandings. Each individual, according to Gadamer, have their own horizon of 

understanding built up by different processes of meaning making and theories of truth. 

Gadamer neglects the possibility of objectivism in the way that the individual cannot fully 

explain herself to another person – you cannot, so to speak, borrow another person’s 

understanding of the world. Gadamer also neglect determinism based on the subjectivity of 

each individual’s lifeworld. Truth is constructed on an individual basis in the process of being 

in the world and the calibration of its perception and conception with others. His definition of 

truth is the agreement between humans, the fusion of horizons. Through negotiation and 

hermeneutic discussion with the human, horizons can meet more or less (Alvesson & 

Sköldberg, 2011; Hartman, 2004). 

Hermeneutics as a way of claiming truth takes stance from the conception of knowledge as both 

embodied and subjective in the human being. The human continuously makes meaning of her 

situation as she walks the earth and through her life as body and subject and as individual and 

part of social. She negotiates an idea of “truth” to herself and her own being-in-the-world. 

Lifeworlds are interconnected in social constructions where conceptions are being shared and 

calibrated and hermeneutics acknowledge the social network of several individual conceptions 

of lifeworld. The perspective of truth within the concept of hermeneutics is to reveal these 

lifeworlds. These are not observable or measurable in a mathematical or quantitative sense but 

have to be revealed and described, qualitatively, through participation, dialogue and 

interpretation instead. 

Hermeneutics is a constructivist approach to how to view knowledge and how to gain it. A 

central and early part of hermeneutics is that the whole is made by parts, and to understand the 

parts one has to look at the whole. This is the (first) hermeneutic circle that illustrates and 

describes the necessary dialogue between the whole and the part to gain deeper understanding 

and knowledge about the two and their relation.  

Alvesson & Sköldberg  describe a branch within hermeneutics as the alethic hermeneutics after 

the Greek word aletheia which means not being hidden or unclosedness (2011, p. 200). This 

type of hermeneutic focuses on the intertwinement of the subject and the object instead of them 

as a polarity. The alethic hermeneutic adds a turn of preunderstanding and understanding to the 

hermeneutic circle. The interpretative circle, or dialogue, between the part and the whole is 

combined with a dialogue (circle) between preunderstanding and understanding. There is 

always a preunderstanding to take into account of every negotiation with a phenomenon which 

is part of the new understanding brought out of the negotiation. This new understanding adds 

to the preunderstanding and the (second) hermeneutic circle goes for another turn. This has a 

strong connection to Chanan’s (1995) developmental cycle as, for example, understanding of 

possible usages of an equipment goes back to the construction of the refining of the equipment 

which in turn triggers new possible usages. 
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Hermeneutics and music 

As we are in the field of musicology, I will give a hermeneutical perspective on musical activity, 

which according to Kramer (2011) would have been a bold mission a few decades ago. The 

scientific view of music has lately moved into a description of communication within an 

ecosystem of subject, object and social networks. Engaging in music is engaging in yourself 

and the society and discourses on music. Music plays a significant part in developing both 

personal and cultural identity (Volgsten, 2012). A musical practice is therefore a reflection of 

both the individual musical actor and their notion of their culture and society around them. 

Kramer claims that the individual’s construction of musical meaning is the result of a 

“resonance” between the subjective personal affect and expression, social communication and 

musical objects. The personal affect and expression are a subjective process that also involves 

the body in terms of for example hearing, dancing and playing instrument. The social 

communication in the musical hermeneutics is the effect others have on my affection for music 

and vice versa, as a calibration on social level (Kramer, 2011; Volgsten & Pripp, 2016). Musical 

objects would be for example instruments, phonograms and other technology. This is a 

simplified description on where we could dwell into each of the three areas. But in what way is 

this scenario hermeneutic? As I have stated, hermeneutics is about the individual’s collected 

construction of meaning, or put differently the interpretation and meaning-making of one’s 

lifeworld. Kramer argues for the spoken communication as part of the hermeneutic process in 

music.  

The performer’s actions both reproduce the music and produce an understanding of it. But this 

understanding is mute, bodily, sometimes visceral and sometimes gestural; it is communicated 

to the listener as a mutual understanding might be by a nod, a gaze, or a facial expression. 

Musical hermeneutics adds an option. It seeks to show how music works in the world by 

interpreting both music and musical performances in language. To interpret music verbally is to 

give it a legible place in the conduct of life. (Kramer, 2011, p. 9) 

According to Kramer, musical hermeneutics is a combination of the aesthetic experience in a 

broad sense including all interpretative stages of composing, performing and listening, and the 

meta perspective of verbal communication about the music and its related experiences (Kramer, 

2011). While Kramer calls this an added option to incorporate a musical outline in our lives, 

Tykesson (2009) offers a more critical viewpoint of language and music. Tykesson reflects on 

the type of knowledge that music and other aesthetics represent, where the aesthetical 

expression and experience have a different sensory connection to our perception than language. 

Spoken language, Tykesson reasons, may limit the aesthetic experience to what is verbally 

expressible. Music is music and cannot be replaced by verbalization, but we need verbal 

language to discuss the aesthetic experience of music in a broad sense (Tykesson, 2009). 

Globalization and glocalization 

Let us now move on to globalization. I start with a larger perspective of globalization to narrow 

it down to the individual and their hybridization and agency. This is the outer boundary of my 

postcolonial framework which hold a dynamic set of terms and perspectives that supports the 

interpretive nature of the method, result presentation and result analysis in this study. As part 

of this study’s hermeneutic approach, this framework and result analysis have evolved side by 

side – taking turns in the hermeneutic circle. 

Globalization is not a solitary perspective. In the process of giving the term a definition, we 

need to put it in a historical perspective and context. A brief history starts at the Enlightenment 

project. This late-medieval turn in how the human describes her world was basically a turn from 
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religion and mystery to using science and reason as a guiding force. According to Appadurai 

“[the Enlightenment worldview] consists of a chain of ideas, terms, and images, including 

freedom, welfare, rights, sovereignty, representation, and the master term democracy” 

(Appadurai, 1996, p. 36). These new ideas and values forms the basis for modernity, which is 

a contested term mainly referring to “historical and sociological configurations” (Barker & 

Jane, 2016, p. 213). Thus, cultivated through the Enlightenment project, modernity is basically 

an essentialistic view of the world where these configurations are such as “absolute truth, pure 

art, humanity, order, certainty and harmony” (Barker & Jane, 2016, p. 214). Science and 

industrialism came to be part of forming this value of leaving old ideas and traditions behind 

and relying on reasons and facts instead. By definition, modernity has later come to develop 

into a more dynamic meaning, where it identifies the present intersection between the past and 

the future (Appadurai, 1996; Bhabha, 1994). Modernity is no longer referred to a specific 

historical era it is a state of mind where the known is constantly criticized and evaluated, and 

replaced or revalued with new ideas, knowledge, routines and so on. Appadurai (1996) argues 

for a definition of modernity “at large” as he identifies the multimodality of modernity 

identified by different scapes, which I will return to later. 

Ideas of modernity was fueled by the industrialization and vice versa as new commodities and 

routines were welcomed in favor of old ones. Development appeared as a goal and 

commercialism gained strength as a result (Hall, 1992). Modernity, as ideas and values, was 

reified in modernism as a cultural and epistemological concept, in mediums such as philosophy, 

art, architecture, literature, music (Barker & Jane, 2016). By this time, at the turn of the 20th 

century, the notion of nation-state was strong and imperialism, driven by welfare and modern 

idea of absolute truth, were long established.  

At this point, notions as the West appeard as much as “[...] an idea as a fact of geography” (Hall, 

1992). The idea of  “the West” is a consequence of the Enlightenment and its conceptions as 

the new modern truth. Hall, for example, draws a parallel of meaning between “the West” and 

“modern”. The term “the West” serves as a comparison model at this time of what is “modern” 

and culturally like European. In comparison, those nation and cultures that were “modern” and 

culturally different, were the Rest. The geographical fact of “the West” is Europe with its 

colonies (Hall, 1992).  

The Empires of “the West” were seen as holding the key to the truth of how the world should 

be run, and developed the infrastructure to reify those ideas onto the colonized world. At this 

point, the West defined the term globalization as a centrifugal movement of their ideas and 

values, and with a centripetal flow of resources as well. In this sense, modernity, modernism 

and its adjacent term globalization, have been defined by the West as its view of the world and 

its construction. But as the world is constructed today, we need a redefinition of both terms. 

Modernity should move into a post-colonial state since the former colonies, now nations and 

cultures by their own integrity, is part of its definition. In the same sense, globalization has been 

defined by the West as its expansion in the world, and could be explained as mainly a 

geographic representation of how far the colonizers had their values and ways spread 

respectively (Nederveen Pieterse, 1995; Taylor, 2001). The historical definition of 

globalization is encumbered by the imperialism and its perspectives of westernization and 

modernity. This authoritative perspective of the definition of globalization holds the concept 

captured with an inward look to West itself as the norm of culture and the inventor and motor 

of modernization (Nederveen Pieterse, 1995). Today, globalization can no longer be interpreted 

as the West defining itself in relation to the world, as the authority to define and use the term 

globalization has passed the West’s borders and reached a wider international interpretation. 

This is centrally a result of the development from an industrial society to information society 
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where a developed information infrastructure supports interconnectedness between cultures and 

nation states. Cultures becomes closer to other cultures, as well as individuals and groups, 

which forms a global connectivity and enabling a discourse on the term globalization. 

This internationally wide discourse of globalization has a history of connoting a “[…] global 

versus the local, the global versus the ‘tribal’, the international versus the national, and the 

universal versus the particular […]” (Robertson, 1995, p. 42). Robertson sets up binaries with 

the use of versus where globalization problematically holds the notion of either local or global, 

but notes that individuals’ lived reality are not as binary as the terms global and local suggests. 

Rather we could see this, in line with postcolonial studies, as a context of cultural exchange 

where the frontier between the global and the local is dynamic and moves in several levels of 

as well objectivities as subjectivities Robertson criticizes the global-local binary and proposes 

that we move forward past the “global-local problematic” (Robertson, 1995, p. 38), whilst 

Taylor argues that the term globalization is outdated and represent an unrealistic binary. The 

world is local and global at the same time, and the two “are inextricably intertwined, with one 

infiltrating and implicating the other” (Taylor, 2001, p. 120). 

Glocalization is a concept that adequately describes the intertwinement between global and 

local, and how they always relate to one another (Robertson, 1995). The local is defined by the 

global and vice versa. For example, the local mirror itself in the vast global mediation of other 

locals, and at the same time defining this global from the local point of view. This is very much 

comparable with hermeneutics as the part can be replaced with the local and the whole with the 

global. While the concept of globalization is a statement and a binary static of the local and the 

global, glocalization holds the question, so to speak, of to what dynamic degree the local relates 

to the global and to what degree the global effects the local.  

According to Google Ngram3 the term glocalization first appeared in the 1950s, with a dramatic 

increase in use from the 1990s. 

The term "glocalization" [sic] is a portmanteau word combining two notions of special 

importance for modern urban development - "globalization" signifying that the problems of cities 

have emerged on the global level, and "localization" to mean the growing role of local 

governments, the transfer to them of powers and means to identify and solve locally the matters 

of local development. (‘International Affairs’, 1955, p. 123) 

The concept was originally derived from the business field markets and can be traced to Japan 

and was later picked up in the field of sociology (Robertson, 1995; Taylor, 2001). The local 

business has global relevance as well as it is influenced by global forces. The binary of the 

global and the local is problematized in the juxtaposition of the attendant terms universal and 

particular, homogeneous and heterogeneous. Robertson argues that a scenario of global and 

local, universal and particular, needs a more dynamic, contemporary interpretation – instead of 

describing static situation the world needs to be described as processes, as a dialog between the 

global and the local. The dynamics that time and space bring to the definition of global and 

local is absent in the general way global and local are interpreted and employed, and Robertson 

(1995) argues that the binaries must be used and understood of geographical dynamics (place) 

and historical events (time). The global is constantly being redefined by the many locals, and 

the locals is constantly relating in one way or another to the global. Hence the term glocalization 

                                                 

3 

https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=glocalization&year_start=1800&year_end=2000&corpus=15&

smoothing=3&share=&direct_url=t1%3B%2Cglocalization%3B%2Cc0#t1%3B%2Cglocalization%3B%2Cc0-0 

Hämtad 180131. 

https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=glocalization&year_start=1800&year_end=2000&corpus=15&smoothing=3&share=&direct_url=t1%3B%2Cglocalization%3B%2Cc0#t1%3B%2Cglocalization%3B%2Cc0-0
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=glocalization&year_start=1800&year_end=2000&corpus=15&smoothing=3&share=&direct_url=t1%3B%2Cglocalization%3B%2Cc0#t1%3B%2Cglocalization%3B%2Cc0-0
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is suggested as a contemporary way to describe the constant intersection of the universal and 

the particular, homogeneity and heterogeneity, the global and the local. In this way, Robertson 

suggests that glocalization sould be the new contemporary interpretation of globalization. 

In a globalized world, where globalized is used in its new sense, the flow of culture is not one 

directional (Appadurai, 1996). This global, multinational interaction moves on several levels or 

in “disjunctive global flows” as Appadurai puts it (1996, p. 47). The disjunction is, according 

to Appadurai, between five scapes. He uses scapes in the sense of landscape as a demarcated 

field but still without boundaries or framing. The scapes are ethnoscapes, mediascapes, 

technoscapes, financescapes, and ideoscapes, and they can be viewed from different 

standpoints, meaning for example historical and political, by different type of actors forming 

groups depending of for example nation, religion, politics and family (Appadurai, 1996, p. 33). 

I will present the scapes briefly before I discuss how technology is used in and influencing each 

scape respectively. 

The concept of ethnoscapes encompasses people and their geographical location and 

connections. The flow within the ethnoscapes is mainly the travelling and situation of people. 

Voluntarily or not, people have been travelling across our globe in and out of different cultures 

as representatives of one’s home culture. I, for example, am a Swede even though I am visiting 

Brazil, thus, within the ethnoscapes I represent a flow from Sweden to Brazil. Work related 

travels and tourism is one part of ethnoscapes, but there are also the large groups of refugees 

that are forced to move across geographical borders. 

The second suggested by Appadurai (1996) is the mediascapes which are the channels for texts, 

images and videos amongst others. Appadurai summarizes the different media available as 

images and argues that  

[t]hese images involve many complicated inflections, depending on their mode (documentary or 

entertainment), their hardware (electronic or preelectronic), their audiences (local, national, or 

transnational), and the interests of those who own and control them. (Appadurai, 1996, p. 35) 

It is of vital importance that mediascapes are the network of possible mediation and not the 

content itself. Mediascapes are closely related to ideoscapes presented below, as they both are 

dependent on the image. Mediated art, news and other expressions, are flowing between 

nations, cultures and individuals as a result of channels for it which today is called information 

technology. The content in mediascapes is presented by Appadurai as the division of 

documentary or entertaining content, and I will later discuss how art and specifically music fall 

into this binary. The core of the mediascapes is imagination, as the narratives in the flows of 

art, news and documentaries fuels our imagination as an evidence of a possibility – we can 

imagine to actually being in other places, meeting other cultures, performing other musical 

genres and so on. Appadurai makes this differentiation between fantasy and imagination as the 

latter as both an idea and a possibility where the former is only an idea. I, for example, can 

imagine myself in Bombay since I have seen a mediated Bombay and I know that there is 

technology that can take me there, but I can only fantasize about intergalactic travels. Appadurai 

outline these imagined worlds in a post-modernistic way, where “the realistic and the fictional 

[…] is blurred” (Appadurai, 1996, p. 35) and appears as a function of the distance between the 

mediated source and its audience. A news spot from the grocery store next door, would fall into 

what is realistic and would not tickle my imagination very much. But a documentary from a 

religious ceremony in Tibet would be further from my reality and engage my imagination to a 

higher extent. The many possible imaginative worlds mediated, tend to place the audience in 
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imagined lives constructed out of the complex mixture of realistic and fictional narratives. The 

perspective of imagination is interesting as we later move on to hybridity. 

The technological part of cultural flow is of course important for this study, and I will come 

back to that perspective since the next scape – technoscapes – do not cover the use of technology 

but the global distribution of technology. Technoscapes is about the production and the 

distribution of things. For example, a mine in Sweden that ships the ore to Japan where it is 

refined to cars and shipped to Canada, would illustrate flows in the technoscapes. Crucially, 

such flows might differ from flows in other scapes as China might own the Swedish mine; thus, 

there is a flow in the financescapes between Sweden and China as well. And the finished car in 

Canada might transport people to the US and enhance the flow in the ethnoscapes. 

I mentioned financescapes, whose flows represent financial transactions and ownership 

relations over boundaries in terms of currencies, stock markets and commodities. The 

complexity within this scape, as part of the science field of economics, is mainly outside the 

scope of this study, but is of interest since finance and ownership are factors in the negotiation 

of the technical commodities used in musical practice. 

The fifth scape is ideoscapes which holds the flows of ideas and ideologies. I pointed to this in 

my historical overview on modernity, modernism and globalization above, and Appadurai 

describes ideoscapes as the continued discussion on the Enlightenment concept of democracy. 

The “Enlightenment worldview” is further described as based on the West’s socio-political 

rhetoric, but in modern times found globally but in a diversified form. That is, the political 

Enlightenment of democracy and its representatives has been interpreted in local variants across 

the globe (Appadurai, 1996). 

At this point, I need to discuss some problems with Appadurai’s disjunctive cultural flow 

theory. Although he states that his proposed five scapes can have different viewpoints, theme 

in focus and different kind of actors (Appadurai, 1996), he is unclear in two ways. He present 

both mediascapes and ideoscapes as dependent on the “image”, where image is the 

representation of media and message (Appadurai, 1996). Looking closely, we find a possible 

differentiation of mediascapes as the possible channels, or projections of the image, and the 

ideoscapes as the actual message and content of the image. This is problematic since Appadurai 

do not make enough room for the discourse on art – ideoscapes is defined too narrow by its 

political thematic to have room for art (besides maybe propaganda art), and the mediascapes is 

defined too superficially by the two modes, documentary and entertainment, to include art. I 

suggest art as a third content (mode) in mediascapes along with documentary and 

entertainment. I base my argument on Tykesson’s argumentation for the complexity of the 

communication of music in Tykesson’s case but is valid for art in general. Simplified, music is 

a socio-cultural discourse which contains discussion with the musician herself, and discussion 

with others with, and about music (Tykesson, 2009). Music is created self-interpretively and 

received interpretively by the audience, where the music itself is the communication between 

the musician and the audience. Furthermore, this process and the experiences of it, are discussed 

between individuals (Volgsten & Pripp, 2016). Against this background, I suggest that music 

discourse has flows in the mediascapes as of their narratives and “images”. 

What is most important about these mediascapes is that they provide (especially in their 

television, film, and cassette forms) large and complex repertoires of images, narratives, and 

ethnoscapes to viewers throughout the world, in which the world of commodities and the world 

of news and politics are profoundly mixed. (Appadurai, 1996, p. 35) 
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But music also has a place in the ideoscapes dependent on the political or ideological message 

of the music, which could range from explicit to metaphoric and as artistic formation. As I 

argued above, music cannot fit within only documentary and entertainment. It is a cultural 

discourse with the exchange, or mediation, of ideas and values of different kind where political 

and ideological is to mention some. So, ideoscapes are mediated with music as music is a 

cultural narrative and “image” within the mediascapes, as well as music expresses and discusses 

values and ideologies. Or to put it differently, within mediascapes music flows acts as vehicles 

for the ideoscapes which makes them difficult to differentiate. 

As mentioned, the technoscape is about the production and distribution of technology while 

technology is used in all scapes. For example, in the financescape databases in a network 

(simplified) are used for the actual financial flows. Modern information technology has allowed 

the flow within most scapes to reach a speed and complexity the world has not seen before. 

Today, in the mediascape for example, a video documentation can be broadcast live worldwide, 

and the individual’s poetry or opinion can be published while she crosses the street. The 

documentary video could be from within a political demonstration for human rights spreading 

ideology of democracy, gender equality and more, as a flow in the ideoscapes. The car that 

transported people from Canada to the US is technology used in the ethnoscapes. Now, in the 

perspective of music, technology is used in different scapes. On an individual level, where a 

musician is creative and is working with music, the technology is the vehicle for the artistic 

idea. Technology is, so to speak, part of the individual’s own communication with their idea. 

By recording and reproducing, the idea is experienced as something outside oneself or put in 

another way; one’s own idea is interpreted by oneself (Tykesson, 2009). Technology can also 

be part of the actual expression as instruments are technology and, for example computer can 

be viewed as an instrument in the perspective of electronic music. Technology can also be used 

on a social local level, where it can act as a workbench for several musicians, for example. A 

shared folder in a cloud service makes it easy to share and listen to participants recorded 

performances, or a chatroom can help continue the musical discussion when the band members 

are not geographically close. Further, on a global level, technology can connect the individual 

and/or local with the global with all kinds of worldwide distribution services.  

In the above discussion on globalization I have outlined some multimodal and complex ways 

in which our societies are constructed and made to function beyond the local-global binary. In 

sum, rather than relying on deterministic descriptions of a static situation, we could favourably 

view the world as process – a multi-dynamic between the global and the local, which also 

informs individual agency on a local level. This is what we as individuals deal with on a daily 

basis, consciously or not, and I will now move on to discuss how we as individuals are 

negotiating the many cultural flows in our lifeworld. 

Hybridization 

The gradual blend of the local and global that the term glocalization holds resonates well with 

the concept hybridity. I take this term from Nederveen Pieterse, who echoes Robertsson’s view 

of the need for a new definition of globalization. In Nederveen Pieterse’s conception, 

globalization is redefined in terms of hybridization as he outlines the complexity behind the 

term globalization.  

The agents and impulses that collectively make the global represent a wide range from 

individuals and local organizations to multinational companies. These in turn can act in areas 

such as economy, politics, religion, culture, science etc. and Nederveen Pieterse states that 
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These varied dimensions all point to the inherent fluidity, indeterminacy and open-endendness 

of globalizations. If this is the point of departure it becomes less obvious to think of 

globalizations in terms of standardization and less likely that globalizations can be one-

directional processes, either structurally or culturally. (Nederveen Pieterse, 1995, p. 55) 

While glocalization relates to a wider level, hybridization relates more on a local and personal 

level related to culture and identity. Hybridity as glocalization addresses a problematic binary 

but on an individual rather than a cultural level. Hybridity is close to the individual and their 

own definition of their identity while glocalization becomes more of a tool for observing and 

describing society at large. Hybridity can also relate to a, for example, musical result not 

necessary close the individual, but for the purpose of this study I will mainly use hybridity in 

the perspective of identity. 

This takes us to a point where we need to investigate the concept of hybridity, how it is formed 

and negotiated and the conditions on which it is predicated. 

Negotiation on the frontier 

Hybridization is understood by many to have been introduced as a cultural concept by Bhabha 

(1994). In The Location of Culture, Bhabha argues for the recognition of the third space in the 

dichotomy between binaries such as global/local and foreign/native. Hybridization may be 

perceived as the individual in constant negotiation of their past and their future in an enunciative 

present. An enunciation as the sum of an individual’s lifeword made observable through speech, 

actions, reactions etc. Instead of categorizing and objectifying in a quantitative way, Bhabha 

argues for hybridity as an acknowledgement of the dynamic individual. His’ “purpose in 

specifying the enunciative present in the articulation of culture is to provide a process by which 

objectified other may be turned into subject of their history and experience” (Bhabha, 1994, p. 

178). Prabhu (2007) develops this negotiation in the time continuum by emphasizing diaspora 

as the historical perspective and creolization as the future perspective. These are, according to 

Prabhu, two different forces that speak with the same voice of hybridization. The former, 

diaspora, is defined by a tradition based on solidarity and on historic, inherited trauma. The 

latter, creolization, describes the new culture grown from empowered agency in negotiating in 

the present for a strategy for the future. Both forces deal with a changing same, a term I will 

return to below, in the process of hybridization as the two “are manifested in the oscillation 

between the past and the present, the collective and the personal, victimhood and heroism, or 

the national and the ethnic, for example” (Prabhu, 2007, p. 147). My interpretation of these 

suggested approaches of diaspora and creolization within hybridization is an approach of “what 

we were and what we had” in the diasporic perspective of hybridization, and an approach of 

“what we want to be and where we are going” in creolization, respectively.  

These two examples of attitudes in negotiation in relation to past, present and future are relevant 

to this study as technology may be assumed to challenge a musical tradition (diasporic 

perspective) and/or offering a solution and way forward in music creativity (creolic 

perspective). This assumption will be further outlined by the concept of changing same and 

agency. 

Within the concepts of glocalization and hybridity there is always a “borderline” between 

binaries, for example where cultures meet or where the individual encounters the social. I put 

the term “borderline” in quotation marks to emphasize that there is no definite line. A line 

would support the idea of binaries and to approach them as a dichotomy. What separates the 

binaries as terms is a more dynamic frontier of negotiation. In the following section I will 

present different approaches for negotiation within hybridity.  
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The Changing Same 
The changing same is a conception used by Gilroy (1993) that captures how the historically 

collected experiences are part of the present. Our way forward is an evidence of our traces 

backward. Steinskog (2017) lets Erykah Badu represent the changing same with their artistic 

work. In perspectives of gender, culture and post-colonialism Steinskog argues how Badu 

exemplifies the negotiation of history, present and future, where the present is the junction 

between history and future. Through his reading of Badu, Steinskog gives an example of how 

culture is never new, but an ever changing same. The concept of the changing same originates 

in Gilroy’s analysis of the black diaspora and the many enunciated hybridizations, of the 

historical black Africa and the history of slavery, within literature, politics, art and music 

(Gilroy, 1993). The many stories of these people building their own future on their memory and 

history, speaking of how the history is present in a new interpretation and shape. Hybridization 

takes place in the junction of time and place (Bhabha, 1994), or time-space as Robertson (1995) 

states in his argument for glocalization, in an ever changing same (Gilroy, 1993; Steinskog, 

2017). For the purpose of the present study, the changing same is also part of the specific culture 

and context of music creation; when a musical actor encounters technology and, consequently, 

new possible expressions, the agent’s history and tradition are given a new voice but used with 

the same values and underlying musical meaning of the actor (Fogel, 2016). 

At this point I would like to draw attention to the parallel with hermeneutics. Gilroy’s (cultural) 

changing same and hermeneutics both expresses constructivism as “the known” is challenged 

by new input and most often changed in a process of for example revised or “updated”. The 

known is used to approach the new, and the new changes the known. Kramer, for example, 

expresses a changing same while discussing a hermeneutic musical interpretation as he states 

that 

[i]t is impossible to escape the historical character of understanding. Any understanding of a text 

from the past involves a fusion of the text’s conceptual horizon with the reader’s. In reading I 

produce the fusion by both acting on my prejudgments and letting the text put them at risk. 

(Kramer, 2011, p. 12) 

This brings us to the process of decision within a changing same, and I will soon discuss this 

as agency. But first discussions on two negotiation approaches. 

Appropriation 
The term appropriation is widely popular in the broad field of cultural studies that I draw on in 

my work. It represents a way of negotiation by an actor in a cultural encounter where a 

perspective of exploitation resists in its definition (Burke, 2009). Notably, the term is 

exemplified by the way some music actors sample fellow actors’ productions as part of their 

own production (Taylor, 2001) or when western pop stars use Latin American musicians for 

their albums to attain an “exotic” sound, and in doing so gain extra credibility without truly 

acknowledging the musicians in question (Burke, 2009). In this way appropriation is the process 

of exploiting something from another situation or culture to an agent’s own purpose and, in 

Burke’s terms, a kind of stealing or disrespectful lending. In the case of this study, where the 

negotiation at focus is between the actor and the music technology, we do not need to be stressed 

about a disrespectful exploitation as the equipment being “exploited” probably do not feel bad 

about that or may lose royalty income. For example, Taylor (2001) argues that we replace the 

term appropriation with collaboration, as appropriation has little to do with the dialogical 

changing same. Taking this into account, I will use appropriation as a description over the 

process where one borrows or takes something outside their present and incorporates it into 

being a part of their own creations.  
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Refusal/Confrontation 
As indicated above, processes of hybridization entail possibilities for resistance, confrontation, 

and refusal. In a perspective of hybridization there are, according to Prabhu (2007), two 

approaches to the ongoing change: one is creolization, where the actor accepts their situation 

and is empowered to choose and embrace parts of other culture as their change is their way 

forward. The change is a possibility and a tool for gaining control. On the other hand, there is 

the diaspora perspective within hybridization. This is where the change is confronted with 

tradition and the actors’ urge to stay within this tradition. The need for change in the actual 

situation possibly becomes a threat (Bauhn & Tepe, 2016) and factors that do not acknowledge 

the tradition are refused and rejected. 

Agency – activity within hybridization 

I have been discussing a postcolonial framework with conceptions of the relation between the 

global and the local, and hybridization where history and tradition are ever present in a changing 

same as “new” traditions and approaches develop, where appropriation is a common strategy 

in the negotiation process of hybridization. Moving further, towards the individual in the 

hybridization process, I will in this section discuss agency as conception of the individual’s 

activities or choices within the hybridization process. Agency is a diverse term that have been 

used in a variety of perspectives such as free will, freedom, action, creativity, interpretation, 

innovation and originality among others (Barker & Jane, 2016; Bauhn & Tepe, 2016; Bhabha, 

1994; Burke, 2009; Kockelman, 2007; Long, 2013; Taylor, 2001), and in the following 

discussion I will focus on agency as part of creativity and interpretation. 

Barker and Jane (2016) conclude that agency in terms of choice and/or action is socially 

constructed. A choice or action cannot be done out of nothingness but have to be performed out 

of knowledge. In the case of Barker and Jane’s argumentation, knowledge comes in many forms 

and the authors present ethics as a socially determined knowledge that fuels the process of 

agency. As the actor is part of a social discourse, knowledge as ethics is communicated, 

discussed and interpreted. This is on a par with the hermeneutic conception of knowledge where 

a known structure of historical social negotiations and interpretations is the platform for new 

and individual, as well as collective actions, where these actions continue to build the same 

structure. This, in turn, is on par with the perspective of changing same (Gilroy, 1993) as history 

and tradition is present in the choices and actions made today. Kramer calls this historical 

agency (2011, p. 63), as history and tradition are parts of the decision-making process of the 

individual. For an actor to have agency, she needs accompanying knowledge which is rooted 

in socially hybridized and glocalized codes of conduct (Barker & Jane, 2016; Long, 2013). 

Bhabha also deals with agency as a sociocultural phenomenon where he reasons about how 

societies or groups act in comparison to the individual. A situation where agency appears is 

described by Bhabha as at the position of contingency. Bhabha describes this in linguistic and 

semiotic terms as the ambiguity on the border “between the lexical and the grammatical, 

between enunciation and enounced, in-between the anchoring of signifiers” (Bhabha, 1994, p. 

186). Agency, in this sense, appears at the position of an interpretation possibility. Bhabha 

draws upon the essential definitions of historic construction of the world as of us/them, 

inside/outside, and space/time, and argues for the possible in-between where agency is evoked 

by the contingency within this purported essentialism and where hybridity is authorized. 

The contingent is contiguity, metonymy, the touching of spatial boundaries at a tangent, and, at 

the same time, the contingent is the temporality of the indeterminate and the undecidable. It is 

the kinetic tension that holds this double determination together and apart within discourse. They 

represent the repetition of the one in or as the other, in a structure of ‘abyssal overlapping’ (a 
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Derridean term) which enables us to conceive of strategic closure and control for the agent. 

(Bhabha, 1994, p. 186) 

This location of the agent is acknowledged with the description third locus, the place between 

binaries where an agent not yet is one or the other of the two contingents. This place of 

negotiation between the two is where the agency appears.  

This narrative on semiotics of Bhabha’s, where he outlines the agent’s situation of history and 

place, definition and question, and subject-object-interpretant relation is a pointing towards a 

definition of agency which path I intend to walk a little further. With a focus on music, Long 

contributes to Bhabha’s conception of agency by discussing complex composition of aspects 

and processes in musical agency. Long reasons how the music actor constructs their agency out 

of musical, social and cultural history as well as their identity, musical imagination and social 

and cultural strategy. The activity is the “tone of resonance”, so to speak, between history and 

tradition, and the wanted and/or expected outcome. In this sense, the actor is an innovator in 

combining already present knowledge, experiences and abilities to achieve a result. Agency, 

then, is a concept of assets at hand for the individual (and society, Bhabha, 1994) that justifies 

actions for a specific outcome (Long, 2013). Noteworthy is that the perspective of future in the 

expected outcome of an action is not a hidden field – actions are (in general) not made blindly 

and by chance, but based on knowledge and experience the actor foresees the outcome in the 

future. Depending on past collected experiences, the actor sees possible roads ahead and acts 

based on these collected assets. 

Capacity for agency 
I have mentioned the creolization and diaspora as approaches in the process of hybridization. 

But how do these two different approaches affect agency within the process? As the creolic 

approach is distinguished by a freedom and will of the actor, and their invitation of novelties 

found in cultural encounters, their capacity for agency expands. Novelties are possibilities and 

gives a wider range of choice. On the contrary, the diasporic approach to hybridization results 

in a loss of capacity for agency as focus is turned towards the known tradition as in a purification 

process (Barnes, 2000; Bauhn & Tepe, 2016). But does the diasporic approach only result in a 

loss of agency? Even though agency impairment can appear as uncertainty in how to act in the 

in-between of hybridization, the diasporic approach may also be a strategy for where to turn 

one’s agency, choices and will. Power factors can be found in turning to one’s original culture 

(Foucault, 1982). The essence in this discussion on capacity for agency, is the dynamics within 

agency. Agency is not a binary where you either have it or not, but rather complex blend of 

knowledge, relation to past and future, goals, resources, consequences and so on, that appears 

as a capacity for agency.  

Agency is the power, knowledge, possibility and will at hand by the actor. These are an 

assembly of the individual’s “differential social, cultural, and material components” (Long, 

2013, p. 37) and through knowledge about, for example a genre, one can have agency to enable 

creativity in performance or other musical actions. Agency appears as innovation on 

intersections of the very diverse perspectives of one’s lifeworld (Long, 2013). This diverse 

lifeworld complex, as I have stated above, as it is built up by the many cultural flows our social 

situation is influenced by. 

Postcolonial aspects 

The complexity of cultures and musical practices in this study, and the research questions that 

enable and guide the data collecting scenario of individual interviews, all highlight the necessity 
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of taking a broad perspective. To this end, this study employs the above presented postcolonial 

theory as one tool for analyzing the informants’ stories. The term postcolonialism, and its 

construction of the prefix post and the theme colonialism, is potentially problematic (Loomba 

& Söderlind, 2008). The prefix of post- poses problems because of its seemingly inherent 

meaning as in leaving an old philosophical mindset behind while adopting an entirely new one. 

The reality is not as simple as this kind of “flick of a switch”. The colonial era is not replaced 

with something else only because the colonizers has left their colonies and the colonies has 

turned into sovereign nations (Loomba & Söderlind, 2008). The colonial part of 

postcolonialism is no less problematic, as it may be seen as merely acknowledging the 

occupying power in the colonial era as if native culture vanished (Loomba & Söderlind, 2008).  

Summary of the theoretical framework 

The presented theoretical framework is a result of a hermeneutical process with the research 

texts of this study. The texts are, as I will develop in the next chapter, transcripts of interviews 

with eight Brazilian musical actors. With this summary I would like to point to the thematic of 

constuctivism and interpretation in my theoretical framework.  

Starting with hermeneutics I have discussed its constructive nature, noting how our individual 

lifeworld is constructed along with dialogical calibration with society as composed by several 

individuals. The chapter has also shown how globalization is an expression for such dialog in 

an expanded social network as infrastructure takes us to parts of the world distant from our 

local, and information technology let us communicate with different media worldwide. Within 

the framework of globalization I have argued for a dynamic blend of flows that entails us in 

hybridization and a process of a “changing same”. Furthermore, I have discussed the diasporic 

and creolic way to approach hybridization, and further, how attention to all the above must be 

taken into account when defining agency. 
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METHOD 

Above, I have presented the hermeneutic theory and below I will continue develop this with 

hermeneutics as a qualitative method suitable for this study as it approaches the individual 

narrative with interpretative tools. Following is presentations of the data collecting method, its 

implementation, ethical considerations and analysis. As a part of my implementation, I will 

present the cloud service Soundtrap. 

Hermeneutics 

“[A]ccess to experience is always dependent on what participants tell us about that experience, 

and that the researcher then needs to interpret that account from the participant in order to 

understand their experience” (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009, p. 3). Given the purpose of this 

study, interviews support the need for a situation where the participants tell me about 

experiences and conceptions, and hermeneutics support the need for an interpretation method 

of the transcribed interviews. And as argued in the chapter on Theoretical framework, 

hermeneutics is also a viewpoint to humanity and the world and forms a guide on how to 

approach the interview situation as well as the interpretative process. 

Data collecting 

In support of the hermeneutical perspective and the research questions for this study I have 

focused on individual interviews as data collecting method. In this way I can engage in a 

dialogical way with the individual and arrange for a flexibility depending on where and how 

our lifeworlds meet. 

Interviews 

In seeking truth and knowledge we may ground these ideas in hermeneutical theory. In this 

quest, one need to search for expressions of individual’s conception of their lifeworld (or part 

of it). As lifeworlds is negotiated between humans and with their surrounding world, we need 

a method to reveal those conceptions and negotiations, a method that gives the individual a free 

scope to describe their lifeworld. In a research situation, the researcher is part of the negotiation 

of these lifeworlds, which makes it important to reveal the researcher’s pre-understanding as a 

foundation for the interpretation of the informant’s story. To this end, I have conducted semi-

structured interviews for the purpose of giving the informant as free rein as possible within the 

frame of this study and its research questions. 

Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009) identifies the presence of the researcher in the interview 

situation as two times double hermeneutic (2009, p. 36). The first double hermeneutic appears 

as two people meet, each with an own lifeworld. In the case of my study, I, as researcher, have 

to be aware of my preconceptions in the interpretative process of understanding another 

person’s lifeworld. In the situation of interview, I am both participant and researcher. 

Participant as I contribute to the discussion with my lifeworld, and researcher as I interpret 

narratives. The second double hermeneutic appears in the interpretative process as I as 

interpreter can search understanding with an empathic or a questioning (suspicious) approach. 

Smith et.al. argues that  

[...] the simple word ‘understanding’ captures this neatly. We are attempting to understand, both 

in the sense of ‘trying to see what it is like for someone’ and in the sense of ‘analysing, 

illuminating and making sense of something’. (2009, p. 36) 
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Different research situations where interviews are used as data collecting method, requires 

different structure of the interview. A structured interview where the researcher leads the 

conversation according to a prepared schematic can be favourable where the research is about 

a sensitive issue and/or the participant is put in a vulnerable position. The movement of thought 

on a subject is a responsibility of the researcher, which the informant only has to respond to 

and do not have to be innovative or associative. On the contrary, this is also where a researcher 

may reject the structured interview as the informant does not have the scope to give their 

personal associative story. The non-structured interview has the benefit of offering a space for 

the informant to speak freely according to one or few comprehensive research questions. This 

type of interview structure supports the collection of narratives in a wide sense. It might, 

however, be difficult to stay on track within the scope of the study as the participant have gained 

capacity for agency in the topics of the conversation (Wibeck, 2010). The semi-structured 

interview is an approach where the questionnaire is partly prepared and partly relying on the 

conversation itself. The informant have a scope to speak associative while the researcher 

follows an outline of subject focus (Smith et al., 2009). The space for the informant to speak 

freely supports the purpose of this study, as it aims to describe individual conceptions. 

The semi-structured interview is chosen for this study for the purpose to support the scope for 

narrative in combination with staying on track within the aim of this study (Smith et al., 2009; 

Wibeck, 2010). The interviews were mainly conducted at the Brazilian campus4 in two sessions 

with each informant, the first in October 2017 and the second in December the same year. The 

eight informants were recruited with the help of two representatives at the Brazilian campus. 

My invitation to participate in my study went through them to students in three courses. All but 

one informant are related to one of these course at the university. The one informant that is not 

is a student at the university but recruited by me based on engagement in a youth orchestra. I 

will come back to a description of the informants and their musical practice later in this chapter.  

The first interview was kept short and structured/semi-structured with basically three questions 

with a handful of possible follow-up questions. The questions were: 

- How would you describe your musical practice?  

- What is your experience with sound technology/sound equipment?  

- What do you think about this project? 

The idea of a short first interview in October was to present myself and to outline a brief 

background of the informants, in order to make personal acquaintance and to prepare and save 

time for the second interview in December. Some informants were not able to meet in person 

in October, and some of these responded to the questions via e-mail.  

The second interview was conducted in December 2017 as semi structured interview (Smith et 

al., 2009). The prepared questions were based on the functionality of the cloud service 

Soundtrap (ST), presented below, as a “mind map” for both the informant and the researcher to 

discuss the technological aspects of the informant’s musical practice. The idea of this method 

and structure of questionnaire is to keep the interview discussion close to technology and 

creativity with the help of it. ST, as I will describe in more detail, has a vast set of functionalities 

that open for several aspects of creativity and connectivity. The software is also accessible due 

to the structure of cloud service as well as I was able to offer free licenses. By the time of the 

second interview the informants had been able to explore and use ST for nine weeks. The level 

                                                 

4 Name of campus is omitted due to ethical considerations of confidentiality. 
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of usage of ST differed between the informants. The questions started off by how they had been 

experiencing ST and a conversation was built around ST’s functionality and the ideas of the 

informant. 

ST in the study 
The informants had access to this variety of tools within ST and aspects of technology in music 

in general; by the time of the second interview, they had an idea of what the tool is about and 

what it can offer for the informant. The interviews were then able to touch all these aspects, but 

to differing extents depending on what the informant has been focusing on, what has been 

working, knowledge, and so on. 

The strategy of presenting all informants with a tool that was new for most of them, and 

potentially challenging and alienating to their previous musical practice, might seem strange in 

the perspective of an inductive hermeneutic approach where focus falls on the emic 

“untouched” experience of the informant. However, in this study, I am also interested in the 

future – what the informants imagine will be the next step in their musical practice and how 

this will be achieved. To this end, ST offers the possibility for the informant to try and be 

innovative on a personal level, considering what is possible with technology in their musical 

practice.  

ST is used as a “common language” for both the researcher and the informant as it represents 

and objectifies a variety of tools and functionalities available in a wide range of alternatives in 

a global perspective. Even though ST might not be specifically spoken about in an interview, 

its tools and functionalities work as a guide for the conversation, and the informant may relate 

those tools and functionalities to other equipment or methods of their choice. 

Joint cultures 

As a researcher, I draw on my own previous knowledge and preconceptions of how technology 

is used in musical practice and how technology is employed and discussed in my own everyday 

situation of teaching music production at a Swedish university. The STINT-project gave me the 

opportunity to challenge my previous knowledges and preconceptions as well as international 

and postcolonial perspectives of this study. In the interpretation process it is of importance for 

the researcher to be as open for the narrative by the informant. A too strong preconception by 

the researcher would limit the empathic part of the interpretation process. 

There were several advantages to conducting my research in Brazil. One is for me as a 

researcher to engage with and explore perspectives of glocality and locality, notably my notion 

of the globality of technology and the attendant local practices and outcomes. This was a quite 

straight forward process of immerging into a different context with different language. This 

activated both the empathic and questioning part of the interpreting process in the way that I 

had to leave some preconceptions behind and to be more aware of the surrounding and 

testimonies. Another advantage, also for me in the role of researcher, is the relation between 

technology and the local music tradition and/or musical practice. Exploring this enables me to 

combine my knowledge and understanding of “local” musical practices in Sweden with similar 

cultural practices in Brazil and its conceptions and practices. A third advantage is the possibility 

to familiarize myself with the uses of technology in another local musical practice in the way 

that both differences and commonalities between cultures in the conception and usage of 

technology could be revealed. The basic difference between the advantages mentioned above 

is that the first pertains to the challenge of global vs. local perspectives, the second to local 

diversity and individuals’ conception of music and its practice, while the third perspective 
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encompasses the perspectives of individuals’ relation to technology in music. Even though the 

study may not be fully global in the sense of being conducted in every continent, it is definitely 

outside local and as mentioned above my previous knowledge and preconceptions is challenged 

by bringing my research question abroad. 

The disadvantages, on the other hand, are to be found within the scope of qualitative research 

and hermeneutic method. My aim in using these theories is to describe the informants’ 

experience as closely as possible. This requires a deep understanding of language. The fact that 

none of us involved – me as a researcher from Sweden and Brazilian informants – have English 

as our first language, exposes the study to the risk of possible misinterpretation. While some of 

the informants preferred to speak in Portuguese and use a translator, most of them spoke English 

and I would say that we met on the same level of security/insecurity of our second language. 

This is the challenge for the communication within this study – the dialogue between me as 

researcher and the informant, with or without the help of a translator. The study depends on this 

dialogue to reveal how the informant is relating to and communicating with technology in their 

musical practice. This reveals several stages of interpreting, understanding and expressing; the 

informant understands and interprets their musical practice and express it to me. I, in turn, 

understand and interpret the informants’ narratives and present them to the reader with this 

paper. Below, in the method section, I develop my strategy to minimize misunderstandings in 

this interpretative chain of communication. The strategy concludes to mainly translators, semi-

structured individual interviews, Soundtrap as common mindmap, and transparency. 

Implementation 

In the background I presented the STINT project that this study is part of, and the intercultural 

perspective of a Swedish researcher and Brazilian participants. I have also discussed the pros 

and cons of such interculturality in research where language is perhaps the most critical con. 

To minimize the risk of misunderstandings while conducting the interviews I have used ST as 

a common ground for discussion and as a viewpoint to relate one’s own use of music 

technology. Below is a presentation of ST as of its 2017/18 version.  

Soundtrap as mind map 

In order to facilitate talking to a variety of people with different level of knowledge of and 

perspectives on music technology, the informants were offered to use a cloud-based digital 

audio workstation (DAW) called Soundtrap5 (ST). This software offers a wide range of features 

as presented below; this makes it possible to informants to have a common idea of 

functionalities and possible usage of music technology. To do this, ST offers common 

objectives and terminology that is reinforcing understanding of technical aspects in the 

interviews (see Figure 1).  

ST is cloud-based, which means that projects and audio are stored on ST’s servers, in each 

individual user’s account. This facilitates access to the project from any web browser, on 

smartphones as well as computers. While there is an ST app for smartphones, there is also the 

possibility to use a web browser (preferably Chrome according to ST). On a computer you do 

not need a specific software since you use your web browser to enter the ST service. 

                                                 

5 Soundtrap,  www.soundtrap.com, (Accessed 180210). 

 

http://www.soundtrap.com/
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Figure 1: Soundtrap in computer view with browser Google Chrome 

Since the software is a web service, the user has no control of which version of the software 

she uses. Every time a user logs into the service, the latest version is loaded. During the process 

of this study, the software was subject to some updates, and by the time this study will be 

published (and read), the software will have been upgraded in several ways. At the start of this 

study, ST was a Swedish start-up; in late 2017, it was bought by Spotify (Carlsson, 2017). 

A user needs an account at ST to be able to use the service. The user may have several projects 

(or songs) connected to their account. When working on a project, the user enters the studio 

which means that she leaves the account view, where all projects are listed together with other 

relevant details, to the view of the specific project. The studio view is represented in Figure 1. 

I chose to use ST in a sense as a part of the questionnaire for the interviews, since it holds 

functionality that offers every informant the opportunity to familiarize oneself with the 

following functionalities: 

Recording 
Through a web browser or phone app ST asks the user for access to the actual system’s built-

in audio functionalities such as microphones and speakers. This makes it possible to exchange 

those functionalities by connecting an external audio interface and, subsequently, different 

microphones for better sound quality and/or flexibility. The recording data is stored locally in 

the client until it is properly saved via internet in the ST cloud server. 

Mobile recording 
When working from a smartphone the user can choose to access ST through a dedicated app or 

via a Chrome browser. Different functionalities work differently within ST according to the 

approach selected. An obvious advantage of using a smartphone for ST is the mobility. The 

user can record anywhere by using the phone’s built-in microphones and speakers or 

headphones output. Since the recording is not actually saved until it is transferred to ST’s cloud 
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server, there might be an extra cost involved with the data transfer or data loss due to missing 

internet connection. 

Tracks 
ST have the standard layout and design of a DAW where time is represented on the horizontal 

ruler and different instruments, sound and recordings on separate tracks vertically. These tracks 

can be either MIDI/Instrument track or Audio track. On a MIDI track you record and work with 

the performance of the music, and its representative sound is generated by ST in real time while 

you perform or playback a MIDI recording. The audio track holds actual sound, e.g. from a 

loop, imported audio or recording from a microphone. The user can interact with these tracks 

in different ways. With MIDI tracks the computer keyboard or touch screen can be used or an 

external MIDI unit connected to the computer.  

Software synthesizers 
Software synthesizers are virtual instruments accessible within ST. The instruments respond 

with audio to MIDI messages (performance). ST’s instruments varies from drums, percussion, 

synthesizers and pianos to basses and guitars. 

Loops 
ST offers a loop library divided into two formats. Audio loops are actual audio recordings of 

pieces of music that are possible to repeat and apply to a range of tempi. MIDI loops are pre-

produced performances that may be used with the built-in instruments of the user’s choice. 

MIDI loops are also able to repeat and to apply to different tempi. 

Signal processing 
On each track there is the possibility to add signal processors. The signal is an audio signal that 

comes from a recording, audio loop or software synthesizer. The synthesizer can receive its 

performance from a MIDI recording or -loop. The signal processors offer the basic audio 

engineering tools such as dynamic processing, filters, acoustic simulators, delays and distortion. 

Other, more special effects are auto-pan, which automatically alters the panorama (from where 

the sound is reproduced horizontally between left and right speaker); auto-wah, which 

automatically alters a filter to make it sound like a wah-wah guitar pedal, rotary simulates the 

rotary speaker of a classic electric organ like Hammond, and karaoke that promote the music 

over the vocals.  

Editing 
After recording or placing loops on a track the user is offered editing possibilities. These are, 

among others, to move, cut, trim and repeat the audio representative on the track. Each 

recording or loop is represented in the software as a region. This is a graphic block with visual 

waveform or MIDI representation. When multiple recordings are done on a track, if multiple 

loops are being used or if a recording or loops are being cut, each of them will be represented 

with its own region.  

There is also the possibility to add or change fade in and fade out to each region, the possibility 

to conform a region to be a loop in the loop library, add pitch-correction, voice transformation, 

and pitch change. The user can also choose to merge tracks as a way to release processor power 

for other tasks. 
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Collaborative tools 
Within ST there is different collaborative tools. 

In order to collaborate the user needs to invite 

another user with an ST account to the project 

(song). The collaborative tools at hand are text- 

and video- chat (see Figure 2). 

When another ST-user is invited to a project, 

both users share the same project. Both may 

record and edit, but the changes are not shared 

until the editor confirms the changes and 

makes them accessible to the other user. The 

other user also has to accept the changes to 

gain access. In other words, the users have 

separate versions of the project until one user 

shares their changes and the other one accepts 

it. 

ST offers a history of versions where the user 

can go back to a previous version at any time. 

Export- and Distributive tools 
While in the studio view, the user may export the entire project as a mix to audio file formats, 

mp3 or wav. Export options for MIDI tracks are also available as standard MIDI file or upload 

to the services Flat.io and Noteflight for further editing as sheet music. 

Schedule 

The participants were first briefly introduced to ST in one of their regular classes. At this point, 

the first interview was conducted with those who wanted to participate in this study. Regardless 

of whether they participated in the study, all students in the different classes were offered an 

ST-license and permission to use it for the duration of the course. 

After nine weeks, we met again. This time, the second and closing interview was scheduled 

individually with informants, with a translator when the informant wished to speak Portuguese. 

Informants 

Within the demarcation of informants to include students and teachers in higher music 

education in Brazil, the informants represent a variety of different musical practices. The 

recruitment, as mentioned, was done with the help of two representatives at the university. They 

passed on my invitation to classes in music of their choice. The one exception is the orchestra 

representative presented below. In this way the participants could seem be recruited by chance, 

but the education representatives and I had discussion of what kind of classes I would find 

suitable for my purpose. It turned out pretty much as I hoped – a group of participants that 

represents a variety of musical practices and situations. The purpose with this diversity is to put 

technology at focus and to get different perspectives and purposes of how to use and relate to 

it.  

In the following, I will present the different musical practices. I will omit any unnecessary 

connection between the individual informant and related practice for anonymization purpose.  

Figure 2: Collaborative tools in Soundtrap in computer view. 

Text-chat visible with video-chat button on the upper right. 
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Ensemble 

One group of informants used ST within ensemble class. They were supposed to collaborate on 

arranging songs using ST as well as traditional rehearsals. By using the collaborative tool in ST 

the idea was to add extra interaction between students between rehearsals. 

Instrumental interpretation 

Another group of students met the teacher in instrumental interpretation class. The class was 

individual or in student pairs. In this case the teacher wanted to use the collaborative tool in ST 

as an extended communication in addition to the classes. The student could practice at home 

and produce a simple recording to send to the teacher for feedback. The idea was to use this 

type of communication for the more technical part of playing an instrument in the format of 

etudes like scales, chord progressions, transpositions and the like. This way, they were able to 

avoid taking time off of class to present the works with the etudes. 

Composition 

In composition class, a group of students were assigned to use ST as a compositional and a 

collaborative tool. The class formed a kind of scout group for the need of the institution to offer 

a phonographic way for the students to present their compositions. Traditionally their work has 

been played live by an ensemble at the end of a course. With ST the idea was for the students 

to be able to compose within the framework of music production, with the possibilities of 

collaborating among themselves and to share their progress and result with the teacher. 

Orchestra 

By orchestra I mean a representative of an independent youth string orchestra. The orchestra 

itself is not connected to the university but the representative is a student at the university and 

also a junior leader in the youth orchestra. This orchestra, as one of the practices presented 

above, is the only one without a connection to a teacher. In this case the presentation and use 

of ST was performed by the representative junior leader. 

Translation and transcription 

The two translators were invaluable for this study. They are both native Brazilians, with English 

as their second language. They have studied music at university level and have experience of 

sound technology and its attendant terminology. They have both worked as musicians and 

engineers and are familiar with the emic languages in the realm of music. 

During the first interview I had no translator, and the interviews in Portuguese were conducted 

with my basic knowledge of the language. The recordings of the interviews were transcribed 

and translated by a Portuguese-speaking, Brazilian research assistant. This was a working 

arrangement based on the structure of the first interview. 

Some mail conversation with the content of information was written in Portuguese with the 

help of a translator or Google Translate. In both cases, the content was presented in both English 

and Portuguese. 

The transcription has a narrative focus and has followed the following guideline. No facial 

expressions have been taken into account except as part of the conversational interaction, as the 

recording was only audio no facial expressions have been preserved and able to take into 

account in the transcription. By narrative focus I mean that speech melody and expressive 
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nuances as well as body language is neglected. Below are the special markings used in the 

transcriptions. 

… pause, hesitation 

[ ]  replacement: [name], [inaudible] 

( )  comment: (laughing), (using the computer) 

Italic spoken emphasis: “I really want this” 

Long pauses, unnecessary hesitations and “stutter” were removed, while shorter pauses, part of 

the narrative, were marked with three dots. Brackets was used for replacements to follow the 

confidentiality, replacement of inaudible words or removal of unrelated conversation. 

Parenthesis was used for comments, and obvious and important emphasizes were marked with 

italic typography. 

Ethical considerations 

Every research has to make ethical considerations to protect involved individuals in the right 

way. In a study like this where individual’s stories are cited and analyzed, I as researcher and 

author have to be careful to uphold this protection. The Swedish Science Council (SSC) has 

published guidelines for ethical considerations in the humanity and social sciences 

(Vetenskapsrådet, 2002). These guidelines are structured in four requirements. In the following, 

I will present them and situate them in relation to this study. 

Information 

This requirement expects the researcher to inform the participants of the nature of the study, 

the role of the participants and on what conditions they participate. These conditions always 

include the freedom to participate and to opt out at any time. 

To each informant I have given verbal information about the study and its conditions (along 

with a letter of consent, see below). The information has covered the topic of the study, the 

interview as method and the following confidential treatment of recordings and transcripts. 

Consent 

The requirement of consent informs that the researcher is required to collect the participants 

consent. 

The letter of consent presented along with the verbal information was written in English and 

containing the ethical conditions. It was translated by the translator upon request. It states a 

confidential treatment of the data and informs about the freedom to participate, that the 

interview will be recorded, and that it will be used in a scientific publication. The letter of 

consent has been signed by all informants represented in the chapter Result. 

Confidentiality 

Data is required, by all involved readers, to be treated at utmost confidentiality and security. 

To respect the confidentiality and anonymity of the informants the translator engaged in this 

study has signed consent to this nature of the study. File transfers and other communication 
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have been made with data security in mind. Server used for temporarily transfers is 

acknowledged for the purpose of research data of the Örebro university and is hosted nationally 

by a network of Swedish universities.  

Personal identifiers such as names have been removed on an early stage in texts and transcripts 

and kept track on in a separate document that have not been shared or stored on cloud service. 

The participant’s names presented in this study are fictitious. Audio recordings of the interviews 

are being archived on local discs as opposed to cloud services. 

Utilization  

Collected information about individuals may only be used for research purposes. 

(Vetenskapsrådet, 2002, my translation)  

This ethical requirement affects this study in the way that the data cannot be passed on, sold or 

such. It also means that the data only can be read in the scope of this study and not for other 

purposes such as medical or educational evaluations. 

Interpretation and Analysis 

At this point I turn to the thematic of interpretation in qualitative research, hermeneutics and 

music. Qualitative research is about the interpretation of people and their conception of being 

(Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2011; Hartman, 2004). Hermeneutics is a common approach and 

method within qualitative research as it acknowledges and focuses on the meaning behind 

stories told (texts) (Hartman, 2004; Kramer, 2011). Music, besides being aesthetic experience, 

is an interpretative process towards oneself as well as in relation to society (Kramer, 2011; 

Tykesson, 2009). 

The informant projects their lifeworld through their transcribed narrative, and their horizon of 

understanding can merge with the researchers, where the researcher is joining the dialog with 

his preunderstanding and notion of the own lifeworld. In this way, hermeneutic analysis aims 

to dwell into the story told, and the lifeworld and underlying questions revealed in the text 

(Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2011). In practice, this is done by listening to the text – the narrative 

contained within the text, which engages the listener’s (researcher’s) prior understanding, 

experience and imagination and raises questions. This question is returned to the text and further 

studied to find an answer. Not surprisingly, the answer is often found along with a new question. 

Alvesson & Sköldberg call this metaphorically to “knock on the text” (2011, p. 247). The knock 

illustrates the phenomenon of an action (knock) and the following result, such as a sound 

(material resonance). Thus, the hermeneutical knock is the researcher’s questions to the text, 

and the material resonance is the response or answer from the text. In the case of this study, the 

analytical questions to the text has been filtered to support the aim of this study. For example, 

if a narrative evokes questions about educational structure, I have not put analytical effort to 

study such fields since it is outside the scope of this study. 

To keep track of questions and answers I have worked with the text in a table (spreadsheet) 

where the transcripts are placed in the first column and with a new row (cell) whenever the 

speaker changes from informant to researcher or vice versa. In the second column I have written 

my analysis and added to it as I gradually attain a deeper understanding of it. Summarized 

transcripts and analysis are presented in the Results section. 
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Reliability by transparency 

A hermeneutic approach to research performance raises the question of its reliability. How can 

I as a researcher assert my result as reliable, and how can other researcher be assured that they 

may build on this work and refer to it? The simple answer is transparency. By opening up as 

much as possible of the materials at hand and about my thinking process as a researcher, I can 

invite the reader to validate my result as she reads.  

The research data will be presented in text as extractions from transcripts of the interviews 

conducted. This jeopardizes the validity in two ways.  

First, at a conversational level, the message conveyed both by me as a researcher and by the 

informants is passing through a translation process. Even though some informants speak in their 

native language, this is translated by a third person. In this process there is the risk of message 

and meaning being lost or transformed beyond the informant’s intention. Transparency at this 

point is restricted by ethics and the anonymization of the research data. The recordings of the 

interviews cannot be includes as an appendix. To minimize validity impairment at this level I 

have made sure that during the interview each informant had time to talk, reflect and rephrase 

statements at their leisure, and I have asked attendant questions in case of uncertainty. The 

elected translators are familiar with the thematic field of this study and are fluent in Portuguese 

and English, as well as technical and musical terms. 

Secondly, what potentially jeopardize validity is the transcription process. For similar reasons 

as those above, transcription cannot be presented as transparent as a presentation of both source 

and result. Transcription has been performed by myself and the two translators. The details of 

what is transcribed are accounted for above and any grammar adjustments have been done after 

the transcription. Here is an example of grammar adjustment: 

I found myself working with that and enjoying very much this. (Original transcript) 

I have found myself working with that and am enjoying this very much. (Adjusted grammar) 

The following is an example of a translator’s comment in the process of transcription. The 

translator in question participated both in the interview and the transcription, which assures the 

exact translation of the informant. 

Transcript:  

I want to record my own album and have more… more knowledge and more... be able to say 

what I want, be more sure of what I want in the mixing, in the instrumentation. Yes, having more 

power (autonomy), in that way. 

Comment: 

In this last part, the word power could be exchanged for autonomy, which might be a more 

precise, if rougher, translation of “autonomia”. However, during the interview, the translator 

decides to use power, in order to more reassuringly convey the idea that one has the knowledge 

necessary to be confidently in charge of most aspects of a production. 
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RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

I have presented the theoretical perspectives that I will use to view and analyze the data. The 

perspectives could be summarized to glocalization, hybridity and agency. In the following 

section I will present the data based on the interviews made between October and December 

2017. As I present the result as the participant’s narratives, I will also present my analysis. The 

reason is that such structure is a close representation of the hermeneutical analysis process 

where, from the first reading of a text, its connotations and meanings are successively revealed. 

Informants 

As mentioned, the informants represent a variety of musical practices (ensemble, instrumental 

interpretation, composition and orchestra). In the following section you will get to know eight 

musical talents. They are Guilherme, Fernanda, Vinicius, Amanda, Júlia, Larissa, Gustavo and 

Ana – their names have been changed for the purpose of this study, but I have endeavoured to 

present their stories as true to their experiences as possible.  

Guilherme 

Guilherme is very clear about his background and what has brought him to the creative situation 

he is at. He started as an electric guitarist and tried to work in the traditional musical structures 

but found both the instrument expressively limiting and the social relations with other actors in 

the social structure too self-centred. Guilherme talks in terms of coming home when he found 

electronic music and the computer as the tool. The contemporary music, as he calls his works, 

is more his way and need to express himself. The social structures in the field of electronic 

music where he seems to find more respect and collaboration when he talks about the “different 

[…] relationship between you and the other producers of [audio-visual works]”. A discomfort 

regarding the social relationships in the traditional music performance structure was a push 

towards a change in the way Guilherme expresses himself musically. The technology could be 

described as a pull towards the freedom and flexibility of electronic music and its attendant 

technology. He now uses technology in his studies, as part of composing. 

I met Guilherme when he had a break from working as technician at a concert. I asked him to 

describe how he came to start composing with technology. Referring to producing music with 

technology, he explained: 

When I started that, guitar was the thing that I made the most of the time, that I played most of 

the time and [what] I composed on most of the time. And then I was… I came back to [city] – I 

was living in another city – I started to work with groups of musicians and that was the higher 

point of my experience with the guitar – the guitars, the electric and the acoustic. But it was also 

the moment that I was entering in the production and the computer and the electronics. So, I… 

at some point I started to get [away a little] from the guitar. I think because of the access, the 

difficulties of the scenario of [city] and the musicians and producers and… music shows, music 

houses… (Guilherme) 

Like a schedule-problem to…?! (Researcher) 

No- I think I was realizing myself with a system problem. Something that was not making me 

feel comfortable keeping this direction in my career and that was a move that I had to make – to 

choose between different things, and found myself in other thing that was more… provides me 

more joy, more happiness and more money to survive… (Guilherme) 

Guilherme did not find enough artistic agency in his former musical practice with more 

traditional instruments. He has recently made the switch from working with string instruments 
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to a focus on technology. Guilherme describes the traditional concerting musical practice as a 

too complicated social system to support his artistic ideas and need of expression – as well as 

pride for himself. Difference in social climate is mentioned and Guilherme expresses a wish to 

withdraw from the social construct related to his former musical practice which he had a hard 

time to participate in. The social part of his new network “is very different” (Guilherme) in a 

way this is very positive for him. At the same time, he misses the stage: 

I miss that spend nights playing and working and enjoying, meeting people – I miss that a little, 

but it was very hard. Because your energy goes away working until 4am and then waking early 

in the next day, so it’s not easy. Going, to play, by bus with guitar and pedal board and things 

like that – and the risk of being arrested at some place – it’s not very nice. When you’re 

entering… when you don’t have producer or… you do everything with the guys of the band… 

everything for the band – marketing, contact, all the things. So, it’s very difficult to be in that 

market. (Guilherme) 

The traditional musical practice had a social side that Guilherme expresses that he misses. 

“[P]laying and working and enjoying, meeting people” connotes a creative process that he 

enjoys in a socially meaningful context. The downside is the working hours and all “marketing, 

contact, all the things” besides performing. Technology’s new way for Guilherme to be creative 

gave him agency to improve his working situation and change his social situation for the better 

in some perspectives. In other words, technology made it possible for him to go from a local to 

another. 

When asking how Guilherme is using technology for collaboration and to socially connect he 

relates to the collaborative function in ST: 

One of the students collaborated there and made some changes to the music I posted. But he was 

like “oh, no – I don’t know if you’re going to like that” so I changed just a little bit of the music 

and I said “oh- you can play, you can go and change whatever you want”. (Guilherme) 

Guilherme seems not to have tried the sort of online collaborative composition that ST offers. 

He made a connection with a colleague but never fully used it. He shares names of different 

services and platforms that he uses besides ST. All of them are for sharing files and ideas (text), 

but not a system for live collaboration on the same project. In the beginning of the interview I 

asked about his experience with ST, where he reflects on his possibilities to apply his 

knowledge from other software on his work in ST: 

Ok, first of all I have some experience in other digital audio workstations. So, when I came into 

ST I was experiencing something different from the most students in my class. They were 

learning lots of things, and I was reproducing a lot of things that I already learned in other 

programs. (Guilherme) 

He continues to give examples of using advanced features in ST ahead of the “lots of things” 

the teacher gives instructions about in class. In the perspective of using technology, he realized 

he had already a knowledge about the principles of DAW which gave him more creative agency 

in ST. 

I end our conversation by acknowledge his change of musical practice from guitar to technology 

and Guilherme replies “Yeah – depending on technology right now (laughing)”.  

Fernanda 

Fernanda is an instrumentalist and describes her own practice as interpreting already composed 

and arranged pieces. She works with sheet music and when playing with others they “have 
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access to a score and play it”. In a class, she has been able to try music technology as the 

students were supposed to do an arrangement with the possible help of ST. This kind of creative 

assignment was new to Fernanda as well as the technology as the possible tool for it. She 

reasons about these two different ways of working – reading and interpreting a completed work 

and writing/arranging your own – and concludes “that [it is really] different approach to work”. 

The final product is still music, but the path to it is different. She describes her relation to 

technology: 

I’m not very [familiar] with apps, recording programs. I actually have some difficulty. But it’s 

something I need to do, I need to start using it because I’m outdated. A lot of people use it and I 

don’t know about it. That’s also why… because of this difficulty that I’ve got in using these 

things, that I didn’t use it that much. I preferred to solve it in person. (Fernanda) 

Fernanda is unfamiliar with technology like ST. She expresses the need to familiarize herself 

with it to be able to participate in other people’s musical practice. By describing herself as 

“outdated” she seems to think that she has low capacity for agency in the social act in her 

musical practice. I would say that her capacity for defining and reason about her relation to 

technology is high, but that her experience of how to practically use it, is limited. In this way, 

practical knowledge of technology seems to Fernanda a requirement to participate in the 

network of others (“a lot of people”). The feeling of being an outsider is expressed and for 

Fernanda to be on the inside she requires technology for communication. She talks in a 

perspective of appropriation as she invites the technology and regards it a necessity.  Her agency 

lies in the possibility to learn how to use the technology. Appropriation of technology takes 

effort, according to Fernanda. She establishes the fact that she did not use technology in the 

class assignment since she did not have sufficient knowledge of it. Knowledge of technology 

in this case is the key to have creative agency with it. 

I think that whoever’s got more skill, whoever’s more [familiar] with this type of work would’ve 

had less difficulty to… do it. Yes… it incentives the student to make their own arrangements 

because I only play classical [music], we just play what’s written. (Fernanda) 

When discussing the class assignment Fernanda thinks about the possibilities with the 

collaboration with recording technology. 

I think it’s a tool to… we can solve things in a quicker way. And maybe better elaborate ideas. 

Because I also think that the way in which someone listen whatever you send them in a recording 

is better than… maybe… for us to plan ahead before a rehearsal. So, I think it’s better for us to 

build an arrangement idea, something like that. (Fernanda) 

Preparing for a joint performance by herself seems to Fernanda less efficient that if the 

preparation process could be shared as a collaboration. Fernanda talks about how the discussion 

about the interpretation of a piece is taken outside the rehearsal. Ideas are being shared between 

the ensemble members and steps are taken toward consensus. In relation to her familiar way of 

work within classical music she sees some possibilities with technology as a collaborative tool: 

I’m thinking about chamber music or something that’s already… written and ready for you to 

play, I think it could be… Some things you have to just sort it out in person, but there’s a lot that 

could be made faster if you could listen to what your colleague is doing. (Fernanda) 

Fernanda is of the impression that a more efficient ensemble interpretation could be achieved 

with collaborative technology. She is referring to some sort of pre-production that with real 

music figuration of an interpretation instead of sheet notes or verbal discussion. 
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Vinicius 

Vinicius’ musical expression and ambition are routed in Brazilian traditional music such as 

samba, bossa and choro. He is familiar with a variety of technological tools for music-making 

and has also worked in the software business. He may not be talking about music technology 

in terms of creative results, but he profoundly reasons about the possibilities and obstacles with 

music technology in social and cultural perspectives. He mainly plays different acoustic guitars 

and sings, and creates his music for the theatre scene, as he says: “[…] I always work with 

music combined with theatre because I’m an actor too.”.  

Even though Vinicius recognize the lack of Brazilian references in ST’s loop library, he does 

not see this as a problem. He bases this on the possibility to make his own loops, and he is 

curious about the possibilities of sharing those loops with others. This, then, is not a big problem 

according to Vinicius, but at the same time he expresses how he had to choose different 

directions while composing because there only were loops of western pop music to use. At a 

point Vinicius talked about how he misses the syncopation and rhythms of MPB in ST’s loop 

library. 

Yea- that we use here for the samba and for the choro and… for the MPB. […] I don’t know, I 

think it’s much more cultural, you know. Let’s say […] we were talking about the Frevo. It’s a 

typical rhythm from the north east of Brazil. So, when you listen to loops you try to recognize… 

to have some familiarity. You say “yea- this sounds familiar to me” and sometimes was just like 

“ok- I recognize it but it’s too far away from my…” I could be in a movie, you know – it’s just 

like a thriller of a movie and I know this kind of song but it’s not a part of our universe. I don’t 

know – it’s just like a more intuitive approach than technical one. […] I didn’t establish a study 

what is missing on those loops, I was just trying to pick one... use it… “Ok- this one is nice” so 

I use, I don’t know: 10 seconds. […] Then I try to combine with this one, I try to record a new 

one here and the due to technological issues…(laughing). So, it’s more… on this sense – 

considering the Brazilian way… I think that… is there an… this is also a question: is there any 

possibility – let’s say I create a loop and then you can… not only use it into your project but also 

make it available to other persons[?]  

[…] 

Because, probably this way you could profit and have some more benefit… (Vinicius) 

Even though it is not a big issue for Vinicius, ST as a global product, wears traces of locality 

in its loop library. He has been through the offered loops briefly and reflects upon the absence 

of familiar musical expressions. His experience of Brazilian traditional music was not fully 

relevant represented in ST’s loop library. Vinicius have use of the loops in an “intuitive 

approach” but is interested in contributing to the diversity in the loop library by sharing own 

loops. ST is a global resource that presents a local (western) musical expression, and Vinicius 

sees the possibilities to share his local musical expression on a global platform. Both for 

mediating his culture and for financial possibilities of selling locally produced loops.  

I asked if the predominance of “western” musical expression in ST stands in conflict to MPB. 

No, I don’t think so. I think that technology depends on… behind the technology there is always 

mankind, you know. It always depends on how you are going to use it. And we can have amazing 

solutions there… by these technologies.  

[…] 

We have a lot of aural tradition in Brazil. Vocal tradition of music, you know. Spread out in this 

huge country so… That could be… like a possibility to make different parts… and different 

cultures talk to each other – I don’t know – it’s just thought. But I don’t think that people should 
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have any kind of… be threatened because of it. On the contrary I think that it can help people… 

sharing knowledge – I mean for me it was much more the idea, you said, of an open source 

solution than a private software... […] but you can talk to different persons. (Vinicius) 

According to Vinicius, the music actor continuously negotiates their use of technology as a 

mean  and appropriate its different parts and functionality according to the musical goal. 

Vinicius also sees technology as a tool for connecting locals, where the many local musical 

expressions in Brazil could connect and share knowledge. 

Amanda 

Besides studying a string instrument at the university, Amanda is one of the leaders of an 

orchestra outside the university. In this study we met to talk about her experiences and thoughts 

about using music technology in the work with orchestra. The orchestra, she says, rehearse once 

a week in the traditional way with a conductor. Amanda also shares that the structure of the 

orchestra and how it works, results in a democratically open atmosphere where every voice is 

considered and listened to. The conductor also acts like a moderator of the democratic process 

during rehearsal. 

Usually with a new piece, it is distributed as pdf by email. The individual members can 

familiarize themselves with the piece and prepare for orchestra rehearsal. 

After Amanda was introduced to ST, she started thinking about and experimenting with how 

the orchestra could benefit from it. Ideas regarding recording and distributing as a way to 

advertise but also ideas about how technology could help each member in their own 

development as musicians – in their practice and interpretation. Amanda has good experience 

with recording and listening to herself while practicing, and she reasons that a more efficient 

individual practice by each orchestra member would help develop the entire orchestra. Another 

idea raised was the possibility to share a preproduction of a new piece to the orchestral member 

to listen and practice to. The recording could also be done using ST’s collaborative tools. 

Amanda believes that the orchestra’s common interpretation could come closer to the individual 

member with the use of recording technology. The building of an interpretation is done two 

times. First by the individuals in private practice and then as an orchestra. 

[…] most of the arrangement that we play, it’s our arrangement or from someone that’s close to 

us, so there isn’t a recording that we can just hear and study like that. So, it’s about our [own] 

interpretation before you get to rehearsal. […] Because when you get to rehearsal once a week 

we have to, like, build everything in this short time that we are together. And before that we have 

nothing – […] before the first rehearsal. Despite of that we have the parts in pdf we can study it 

alone. When we are together it’s different – we have to build it again with everybody together. 

(Amanda) 

New arrangements of pieces are not recorded and therefore not available for distribution as 

audio. Amanda describes the isolation of personal interpretation and preparation before group 

rehearsal. She also expresses some frustration about how little time there is in each rehearsal to 

build a common interpretation of a piece. Each member comes to rehearsal with a personal 

conception of the piece and unprepared in the common interpretational perspective and must 

recalibrate in rehearsal, which takes time from the precious moment of orchestra rehearsal. 

Amanda later returns to the perspective of rehearsal based on a distributed preproduction: 

[…]  make it easier, because when you are together after studying the piece… if you want at first 

moment the same interpretation – if [leader] is telling us about “ok- you have to do that, we have 

a short time… maybe after you can add some ideas but not now. It’s about this interpretation. 
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The way that you’re going to play in the concert would be that way.” So, it makes everything 

easier with having the recordings about this way – about this interpretation – before we are 

together in the rehearsal. I think it can help us about that. (Amanda) 

Amanda relates to the earlier talk on individuality and consensus by reasoning about how sound 

technology could offer the orchestra a head start on a piece’s concept – the consensus in 

interpretation. Further, we talk about doing preproduction that are distributed to the orchestra 

members in the beginning of rehearsal of a new piece/arrangement. Amanda expresses how 

such a preproduction could be the “conductors voice” in an early stage as a foundation for a 

joint interpretation and consensus about the concept of the piece. 

What we find in Amanda’s story, are two ways to work for the same goal: a common 

interpretation of the piece. What Amanda describes is how technology could take part or be a 

force in the negotiation of this consensual interpretation. In the case without a recorded 

preproduction the negotiation takes place in rehearsal at a time where each member has already 

made their own interpretation of the piece and some has to be “convinced” of a new, common, 

interpretation. In the case of a distributed recorded pre-production, one common idea of 

interpretation would be presented and exemplified from the beginning. The process of 

negotiation of consensual interpretation would start as a new piece is being presented. On the 

question of the pros and cons of the different way to work Amanda reasons: 

Both, because when we are together maybe some of them have a new idea that we haven’t before 

and it’s good and everybody likes it. And everybody can bring their own ideas, and we can try it 

together and if it works – that’s ok, we can do it. So, it’s good, but at the same time it isn’t, 

because …. After that it’s hard to build our own idea, [the orchestras] idea. So, it just… can make 

everything hard sometimes. (Amanda) 

Technology in this case would be a strategy and infrastructure for effective consensus about 

interpretation, but does not, on the other hand, encourage innovation in interpretation. 

Technology could be the interface between the local and the global in terms of recording and 

distribution. Amanda reasons about the possibilities with technology in her and the orchestras 

musical practice.  

I never thought about technology, if it can help me… I just thought about technology like, it’s 

good to record what I play now and… nowadays it’s getting better because we have better 

[equipment]… […] and I just thought about how you can share what we play in a better way. 

Because everybody is sharing their music on internet - Youtube and something like that… to 

share what you play and that to get more than 1000 views, you have to get a good work, a good 

recording with good [equipment]. (Amanda) 

The natural and at the point intuitional use of technology is to distribute recordings. Amanda 

also expresses the need and wish to participate in the common global: “Because everybody is 

sharing their music on internet […]”. Technology is the door to this social global and also the 

way to have agency – to participate and make one’s voice heard. To be recognized by the masses 

one has to do qualitative work – here in perspective of sound quality. Amanda talks in terms of 

“reaching out” with the music of the orchestra (“share what we play”).  

Above, Amanda relates the local practice of the orchestra and its possible and desirable relation 

to the global as she refers to Youtube and the global stage it represents. Technology could be 

used as an interface between the actor’s activity and the communication of it to the world 

network. Technology in this case can be identified in two basic stages as music technology and 

communication technology. She continues: 
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… lately we are always in a busy moment. We don’t have too much time to thinking about some 

stuffs. If someone don’t want to do what we are planning or don’t like it – ok, you can stop and 

talk about it. But most of the time it doesn’t happen. So, it helps if we have a… something like 

a program that you can record and share our recordings with each other before the rehearsal… 

because… When we talk about democracy in our orchestra, it’s not about make a decision of 

everything every time, just about some stuffs, you know. So, it doesn’t matter – it will help us to 

make everything we do better. We don’t need to discuss about everything and recording is some 

of them – we don’t need to discuss everything every detail about that – we just do it. (Amanda) 

Amanda expresses how she is prepared to sacrifice democracy for efficiency of rehearsal 

process. A democratic process towards consensus takes time, and Amanda indicates that 

democracy is not a necessity in every artistic decision. A concept presented in an early stage 

would speed the interpretative process up. This is needed, according to Amanda since the 

orchestra is “always in a busy moment”. The outward communication of the orchestra would 

benefit of giving less attention to the inward communication. To communicate to the world the 

orchestra needs a product, a recording, and to get that they need an efficient interpretative 

process. Our conversation continues: 

I see. And you said something about members having troubles to practice at home. Would you 

think that technology - ST for example – would help, or inspire or…? (Researcher) 

Yea- inspire and help them. Because when you start something like studying a new piece alone, 

I think… for example – I feel more motivated when I have a recording on Youtube of a [piece] 

to study. I can listen to it and get new ideas and… I feel more motivated about that and I think 

that they will be the same. (Amanda) 

Amanda speaks from her own experience when she states that relating her own practice and 

interpretation to recordings is motivating. These recordings are publications in a global 

perspective and Amanda seems to negotiate her own performance with other’s in a 

phonographic environment of recordings. Two local performers meet on the global forum 

Youtube. Amanda continues to talk in the perspective of the orchestra and means that in general 

the members are not accustomed to record and listen to themselves. This would be a good 

strategy though, to be aware, on a personal level, of one’s sound and abilities. What Amanda 

says is that the better the individual, the better the orchestra. And the “better individual” could 

be a strategic work that involves recording technology. In her experience the learning process 

is more effective in private – realizing about your own performance – than getting tips from 

friends during orchestra rehearsal. 

… it has helped me a lot, because it’s like a teacher – I’m teaching myself alone. Because I just 

realized when I’m with my teacher in my class – [instrument] class – I can play something to 

him and after that he can (inaudible) let me know about some difficulties that I have. But I already 

know about that. If I just had to play it on my own at home, and after listen to it I can realize the 

same that he realized with me. So, maybe I was just wasting time sometimes because I already 

know what I have to do to improve. If I do it at home with a recording… after that I improved 

that I need, I just get my [instrument] class even better that I would be if I just practiced and then 

show him what I have today. I just… could take… a bigger step. (Amanda) 

Amanda speaks of her own experience of using recording equipment as a “mirror” in which to 

reflect her performance through. By listening to herself she can reveal the same issues as she 

can in class. To sum up, her learning process can speed up and other tasks can be focused on in 

class. Technology in private practice changes the possibilities in class. On the question how 

this experience could relate to the work of the orchestra she sees the possibility for the orchestra 

to improve their performance: 
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We don’t need to pass through all these steps that you already know. You can solve it at home 

with what you realized in you recording and when you’re are together, and we can work with… 

higher steps, higher difficulties. We don’t need to worry about these small things that happen 

that you can solve at you own at home. (Amanda) 

Challenges could be dealt with at home and at rehearsal other and higher level of issues could 

be given time at orchestra rehearsal. In practical terms Amanda seeks an extended rehearsal to 

the individual members at home and that each one gives the orchestra more time even though 

the rehearsal itself would not be longer.  

Recording technology would give the orchestra member agency to negotiate his own 

performance in private. With this process being done by the time of orchestra rehearsal, the 

local consensus within the orchestra could be negotiated in a different way, on a different level. 

The conversation went back to focus on Amanda’s own musical creativity with a question if 

she gets any composing ideas when using ST: 

Yes! I have lot of ideas that I want to try. In holidays generally. Because it’s easier because it’s 

just about me. If I do something the wrong way it’s all my fault and I can try to do it again and 

again and again. I don’t have the… the problems about the interpretation because everything (is) 

about me, and it’s really easier. (Amanda)  

Ok, so you can stay within you own idea? (Researcher) 

Aha. Yea- I don’t need to discuss something. Even when I have the same ideas or 

interpretations… there are some details that aren’t the same. (Amanda) 

I see. So, it sounds like you feel some kind of freedom to work with yourself and software stuff. 

(Researcher) 

Yea- it’s about freedom, yea. (Amanda) 

To be alone makes it easier to be creative and puts less pressure on performance. Amanda can 

just try again. An individual process separated from others. The negotiation is between 

Amanda’s own musical experience and imagination. It is unsaid what kind of value is behind 

wrongly. Amanda has agency over the details in her performance and musical creation. Here 

proposed and expressed as freedom, and Amanda continues: 

Yes- that’s the benefits, for sure. I can do it in my own time. I don’t need to be in a hurry, I don’t 

need to discuss with anyone. If I don’t like something I can delete it and start again. That’s what 

I said – it’s everything about you and… I learned a lot because I don’t have another person to do 

something to me, so if I don’t know how to do something I just learn how to do it and I learn 

something new. (Amanda) 

Amanda expresses the agency in being alone in a creative musical process as a way of taking it 

slow, following her own thoughts instead of negotiating with others and allowing it to be a 

learning process as well. 

As the conversation returns to the orchestra and I ask if Amanda thinks that the combination of 

technology and orchestra could be bad, she refuses that perspective. Technology is a benefit 

and a necessity to compete on a global level with sound quality. Technology as a 

communication tool for, in this case, recording and distributing/publishing. 

First it could help us to work hard in a short time, because we don’t need to pass through all the 

steps. We could just solve them at home with the app. Just… studying and listen to our recordings 

and sharing with our friend and… receiving some of the recordings that you can use like our 
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reference, and after you do a good work with that everybody… together make a good result. We 

can share what we did on the social media with this recording that you could do together… after 

just study everything… and so all these steps – you could share it… just using this app because 

it’s easy to do, it’s easy to help us in this part of studies at home. So, it just makes everything 

easier, I think. (Amanda) 

Technology could make interpretation and rehearsal more efficient. What Amanda says is that 

the rehearsal could be extended to a network of homes connected with technology. Recordings 

as preproduction of an artistic idea distributed and worked on as a joint idea. Amanda seems to 

touch the interpretation process as well as the advertising process. She notes that ST has all of 

those different technicalities. 

A few weeks later Amanda and I connect over Skype. Since the last appointment she has 

presented ST to her orchestral colleagues and distributed some of her arrangements to them. 

The following enters our conversation when I have asked how she feels about working with ST 

and the orchestra. 

… first everybody told me that they liked it a lot, because... As I told you… a way to share our 

interpretations about the songs, and it’s a… make everything faster to […] have the first rehearsal 

already with interpretation with some… some feelings about the song. And not like: I don’t know 

nothing before the rehearsal. At least you know something – we tried to do something before the 

rehearsal. So, when you get there it makes it easier to talk about it and I don’t need to explain 

exactly everything about the song.  

[…] 

Some time I have an idea about the sound. And when we get to the rehearsal, sometimes it takes 

time to work because it’s something new to them. So, if I give them an idea before that, it makes 

it easier as well to get the idea faster. 

[…] 

I think that when we are talking we have a kind of connection, but when we are playing together 

it’s different. I thought… I felt like I’m closer to them now, because when I’m playing I feel 

like… its funny, but I feel like I’m naked (laughing) like, it doesn’t matter what I say just what 

I’m playing. If I did it well, if I could… pass to them everything I was feeling, everything I 

thought about the piece. If I got that connection with them… that’s… the matter. That’s what… 

I want to use(?) it.  When I did it – I felt like… now they know me very well about this piece if 

I play I very well or not – that’s something that motivate me, to play very well like this. Because 

before they play it I have to … to do it very well, because I will be the first one to give them an 

idea about it and everything. And when I finally did it, I felt that… we had that… we got that 

connection. They came to me and: ah- we did very well! And What about this idea? Maybe we 

could do another idea as well! I was thinking that, and that! So, it’s not about the moment in the 

rehearsal, it’s something bigger because we got this contact here. Out of this page, so we can talk 

about it everywhere, every time. I mean, to our cellphone, maybe I… when I realized I was 

talking about the rehearsal and the piece, when I was doing other stuffs, but I kept that 

conversation with the guys and […] another day another guy came to me: Ah- I have this idea 

about   what you did! Because they kept that recording with them everywhere (laughing). 

(Amanda) 

What we hear Amanda say is that the music, arrangement and interpretation needs to be talked 

about. To open that kind of discussion with a recorded performance suggestion was “a super 

cool way to get to know each other” (Amanda). To be able to fully share her ideas and 

interpretation of a piece, Amanda works privately with interpretation and recording of her own 

musical expression. In our conversation she realizes how her pre-productions initiates a more 

qualitative discussion. While conducting the interview I interpreted Amanda’s expression of 

“get to know each other” a little different that when reading the transcript. What the transcript 
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reveals about interpersonal connection is when Amanda talks about connection, be/feel closer, 

get to know, know me and contact. All of these expressions are used in a positive sense where 

the orchestra’s internal bonding is getting stronger. In a semiotic perspective the expressions 

signify a situation where individuals have music like a tangible object between them possible 

to “observe”, “touch” and relate to. The music between the musicians is no longer “only” sheet 

note or “only” verbal description of it, it is the actual sounding music. With technology Amanda 

can store her musical, sounding ideas and present them to her orchestral colleagues. This helps 

the orchestra to move their discussion forward, from focusing on how the music is supposed to 

be interpreted and formed, towards how they relate to the music and the tangible interpretation. 

Technology, in this case, mediates Amanda’s musical contribution to the orchestral 

interpretation. Recording and distributing technology is used to mediate artistic ideas on a level 

that, to Amanda, is not replaceable with verbal communication since, as she notes, “it doesn’t 

matter what I say just what I’m playing”. 

Júlia 

Above I have presented Ensemble and Instrumental interpretation as two among four practices 

in this study. Júlia is a teacher in these two practices. As a teacher and professional musician 

she has been searching for tools and didactics to challenge MPB. She talks in terms of remixes 

and covers of traditional songs by using electronic tools related to electroacoustic musical 

practice and how she wants to “electrify” the MPB genre. She has ideas about modernising 

MPB. 

… to take a Brazilian song theme and transform into pop music or electronic music or to do the 

same… both things in the arrangement a part of Brazilian rhythms and after something with 

electronic loops, and then you can elaborate… arrange more... how can I say… modern or… 

(Júlia) 

Julia wants to invite technology into the traditional MPB. The reason is to have the genre to be 

more “modern”. Modernization would be done through arrangement as well as the use of 

electronic tools and sound. She continues telling her ideas about MPB from her position as a 

teacher and how she would like to challenge her students to take on new ways with MPB. 

… show to the student that we don’t need the to keep just the Brazilian culture and the Brazilian 

rhythms, you know – you can play Brazilian song with Brazilian rhythms but in the arrangement, 

you can transform this. […] And the students here, I don’t think that they have this… practice, 

you know. I have never seen or have never heard anyone playing electronic Brazilian songs, 

Brazilian culture or… how can I say… experimenting electronic with… Brazilian culture, ok!? 

I think [it would be] a good experience. (Júlia) 

Júlia expresses a creolic approach to negotiation on the frontier of MPB music and technology. 

She is open about her curiosity for new perspectives and that she is not bound to treat MPB in 

a predeterminate way. And, she wants to bring her students to the negotiation. A negotiation 

done by practical experimenting including technology. What Júlia means at this point are the 

musical creative tools available, but she also reflects on technology as a possibility to assist in 

the didactics of her idea of inviting the students to the frontier of MPB and technology. 

[…] I think we as professors, we should open the academic life and… of course… without 

[missing] the practicing together or practicing live… but I think… something, electronics can 

help us with is to teach better, you know?! We just have to think how these tools can help us[.] 

(Júlia)  

Remaining with the theme of didactics Júlia continues to develop her ideas about how to treat 

MPB in today’s musical practice. She reasons about that it has to be made in small steps, in a 
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progression going from knowing the tradition of MPB to exploring new ways to take on the 

musical genres within it. 

I don’t know how I can introduce to the student when they don’t have idea about Brazilian songs 

or Brazilian rhythms and, you know, when they are very… in the beginning, you know – I think 

it’s impossible. But when you have a student… with a more developed practice you can go 

another step and introduce other ideas in the arrangements and the forms to play. With a keyboard 

for example and not piano. And then you can use synthesizer and you can choose other sound 

than piano – acoustic piano. You can use a Moog or. And then you can choose, you have Choro, 

Bossa Nova, [other genre] or… Maracatu or Jazz or, you know. You can choose a loop, an 

electronic loop and put in your arrangement and then create a new version of an old song, old 

style, old… (Júlia) 

By experimenting with sounds and technology Júlia believes that MPB could be given a modern 

sound. But for the students to be part of the changing of MPB they need to know about the 

traditional same. Júlia elaborates her thoughts based on her experience as a teacher. To be able 

to develop MPB the musician needs to be a craftsman of its tradition. The tradition has to be 

part of the new. 

First of all, they need to know the roots, rhythms... the techniques, chords, harmony sequence, 

all these things. After they can open their minds and then combine all these things, step by step. 

I can’t do something like this with the students that is starting now […] in the first semester here 

and I don’t know them, I don’t know their musical life, I don’t know what they know – I don’t 

know anything, and then: “ok- let’s go! Let’s try to loop here, we have a loop here and what do 

you think we can play with this” – no- it’s impossible. (Júlia) 

To be able to change MPB, you have to know both its present state and history. Change is in 

this story negotiated with history and tradition in a progressive way towards present 

possibilities. Júlia hints that this is also calibrated on a glocalized level by noting that the 

combination of MPB and electronic instruments is “No problem for me. No problem. But you 

know- (laughing) you have a public and you have…”. Experiments on MPB with technology 

has to be approved by the audience. The glocal audience is part of the negotiation of modern 

MPB by the way they receive it. 

Our conversation continues, and I ask about Júlia’s own experience with electronic instruments.  

You know in… I don’t know when, but I think in 2001, 2002 I recorded a song [inaudible] my 

own composition but totally electronic. And we recorded with a… in that time which program I 

had… oh, my God – I think it was Cake Walk. Do you remember? (Júlia) 

Yes- that has turned to Sonar – right?! (Researcher) 

Yes, but before the Sonar, yes. And… I remember I had a sampler… Akai, I think so, and we 

had many loops. But loops that I took [from] the recordings [...], you know, you cut the, just the 

drums and then do the loops (making sounds) (laugh) and then put (laugh) another tracks and… 

it´s very nice. I really… yea! (Júlia) 

Júlia talks about the frontier of MPB, technology and musicianship based on her own 

experience of all three. As established musician, experienced teacher and by working with own 

MPB productions in combination with samplers and looping technology, she reveals her 

curiosity and creolic approach in the negotiation between the three. Editing is an interesting 

productional tool revealed in Júlias story. She describes how she picks percussive sounds 

(drums) from recordings and arrange new percussive patterns out of these small parts. On a 

separate occasion she plays the production she made in the early 2000s and tells me about the 

productional work. By the time the computer functionalities were limited, and most looping 
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and manipulative work was done in a sampler which was hard to maneuver due to limited user 

interface. The production was a clear hybridization of traditional MPB and technology with a 

musical language from MPB in combination with a productional approach of loops and 

manipulation among other technical function. (Júlia, Private conversation, 15 December, 2017) 

Júlia has tried ST and reflects upon its need for constant internet connectivity, as she lost a 

recording as the app could not upload it to the ST cloud. 

But I think my main difficulty was the wifi here and to save any recording that I did. Some 

recordings [were] lost when I arrived at home […] (Júlia) 

The range of the wifi is stopping Júlia to try ideas about technology in music interpretation. She 

reasons about the possibilities with shared recordings where it would help the continuation of 

an ensemble interpretation as ideas will easily be forgotten when they are not recorded: 

[…] we have a presentation and we have some meetings at [the university] and we have to 

produce something. And you can imagine if every rehearsal one student forgets something or 

don´t bring his notes or… don´t know what he need to play… it´s impossible.  

[…] 

I would like to use the ST but I didn´t have the wifi there, so I couldn´t. But if I had I could… 

record with me piano and [student] voice and send to the band just to understand the form, the 

conventions, the rhythm. 

In a similar way to the thoughts of Vinicius, she notices the absence of Brazilian representation 

in the ST loop library: 

[…] in this semester we didn´t use styles like pop or electronic or… so, Brazilian music; we 

don´t have it in the library – we don´t have loops. Like the Brazilian Samba or Bossa or… so I 

think I used these apps more with audio track – you know? When we record live […] (Júlia) 

Júlia simply uses own recordings as there are no loops of the Brazilian traditional music. The 

technology is appropriated with the parts of it that suites Júlias music practice. Parts that do not 

are simply neglected. ST’s loops obviously do not muster how Júlia want to shape her music. 

In this negotiation, Júlia neglects the offered loops and turn to a recording of her own 

performance instead. The recording functionality is appropriated but the prepared musical 

expressions (loops), with their representation of other cultural expression than Júlia’s local, are 

refused. 

Larissa 

Larissa is a singer and studies music as a Nordic exchange student at the Brazilian university. 

Larissa’s statements in the following section are translated. She does popular music studies, 

with vocal performance, ensemble and composition as her main subjects. I meet Larissa at the 

end of a project where she and the other members of an ensemble have been introduced to and 

encouraged to use ST assistive in projects within the ensemble. As a representative of another 

culture, Larissa contributes to the global perspective of this study. 

Together with another student, Larissa received the assignment to use ST as a collaborative and 

creative tool to arrange a song that they later were supposed to perform. The arrangement was 

the assignment of the other student who would send a proposal via ST to Larissa. 

The idea was that she should record a... it was also the idea that it should happen, but she never 

sent me (laughing)… but the idea that she should record an intro that I should learn. That we 
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should play together, in a song. And to send me an accompaniment for me to practice on… that 

she plays and shares it with me so that I can practice… […] but the idea was that I maybe could 

record something on top of it. (Larissa) 

The assignment Larissa and her colleague were supposed to carry out, was to collaboratively 

arrange a song for an upcoming concert. The colleague would start record a proposal and share 

this with Larissa through ST. The two of them could then share and change the arrangement as 

a kind of interpretative rehearsal. The technology did not work for Larissa and the interpretation 

never took place. Larissa does not express disappointment of how the project turned out. It did 

not start, and there were no big expectations to be disappointed about not being fulfilled.  

It was a bit like – not the app in itself but the engagement in the project that it turned out that we 

did it at the time we met, but… it could have been nice to be able to share it with each other, as 

you don’t have time to meet. (Larissa) 

Larissa reasons about why the project did not happen and concludes that it was because of the 

lack of engagement, not because of technological failure. The project did not take off and 

Larissa therefore did not have to make the app work. The two students managed their musical 

interpretation assignment as usual – by getting together and rehearse in person without 

collaborative technology. The investment to have the technology (ST) working was a bigger 

effort than the task required. 

[…] I think we felt that it was… it felt easier to meet up. Yes. And that it wasn’t… something I 

had to practice that much on, that it was able to manage it… it wasn’t a big project – it was more 

of a song that we could… still… manage quite easily just by meeting up. (Larissa) 

The project was to Larissa not a musical challenge enough to benefit from collaborative 

technology or make the effort for it since ”… it felt easier to meet up” (in person). 

We continue to discuss Larissa’s usage of and relation to technology and I ask if she uses 

technology to edit, process and/or manipulate music in a way where technology is part of the 

sound in relation to the use of it as storage in recording and reproduction. Larissa reasons about 

music in combination with technology as of sound shaping: 

I would say that they very much can go hand in hand, but I have not been combining them much. 

I… feel more like the equipment I use is to write down the music that already is or, like… I 

certainly can work and get help by the software in trying different things… that is Sibelius for 

example – that it can help in the actual creation. […] Else it is more an aid, like, Amazing 

Slowdowner and such… […] when I practice or so, I use a lot this, the phone… it is still quite a 

lot that you have there. Or if you do not have a piano at hand (laughing) you use your phone to 

check stuff. (Larissa) 

That is to say to take starting note or? (Researcher) 

Yes, stuff like that. Or find a melody you… (Larissa) 

Technological involvement in music is not a problem for Larissa – there is no tough negotiation 

of that and she invites technology into the music creation process. She realizes her limited 

knowledge about technology in sound, but also indicate the notion of its possibilities in music 

creation. Larissa uses several different technologies with the common function of supporting 

the process to the event where the music really happens. Tools for writing the music down 

(Sibelius) and different tools for practice (Amazing Slowdowner). Tools as appropriation of 

technology in her usual way to create music. Our discussion changes focus from musical 

creation to music performance and I bring us back to where Larissa mentioned she has a sound 

board for vocal performance. 
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Yes, I use that a little. And that is where I have come to points where I have pedals and maybe 

had been able to do stuff if I had known how to do (laughing)… like, reprogramming them and 

things like that… I have never got to those things… jag guess I have reached the point where I 

feel that I “ah- it would be nice to know” (laughing). (Larissa) 

Compared to this supportive tools Larissa sometimes uses a pedalboard as part of her 

performance. She has reached a point where she needs to dig into the pedalboard’s 

functionalities. Her agency to implement her idea of a sound, of music, lays within knowledge 

about the pedalboard. She just needs to know how to manoeuvre it. At this confrontation with 

an unfamiliar way to use technology a frontier appears. Larissa approaches it by creolization as 

she expresses a will to move with technology, the will to use it, and she reveals knowledge 

about the actual equipment as a possible strategy. She has adopted the pedalboard as ”more of 

a part of the music than… a tool, so to speak… one does not really do without it, to get what 

one wants.” (Larissa). She describes the equipment as a requirement for a sound, and she 

expresses a level of adoption of as where the equipment is incorporated with her voice and 

expression. We continue to talk about this incorporation of technology: 

Well… at first maybe just learn it better so that it becomes easier to know where to get… because 

now I am taking chances quite a lot how… and then change until you get approximately what 

you had in mind. (Laughing) but then, on the other hand it turns out… most of the time you 

have… or at least I don’t have – an image of what kind of sound I want, but it can join (laughing) 

because it becomes a bit that I have to… I have to adjust myself a bit according to it because I 

don’t know it fully… so maybe it just that – to know more about how I get to certain sounds, 

even just faster so it’s not such big of a process when you find a new effect… (Larissa) 

At the moment she is “taking chances” on the pedalboards functionality and “approximately” 

reaches her sound ideas. Larissa realizes how her lack of knowledge in her piece of equipment 

reduces her agency over her sound to the equipment’s presets. With a greater familiarization of 

it Larissa knows that she will be faster in tuning in the sound she wants. Her agency over her 

imagined sound lays in the knowledge of her equipment. On the other hand, interestingly, 

Larissa continues to reason about advantage of taking chances even though she has “to adjust 

[herself] according to [the pedalboard]”. I wanted to be clear of having grasped her story right 

and proposed: 

But do I get it right – as of now the pedalboard is interfering in your musical expression? 

(Researcher) 

Yes. (Larissa) 

But you want to own the process fully… (Researcher) 

Well… I mean, it is also fun to in some way that it… because then you might find things (sounds) 

that you maybe not had thought about. But, yes… something like that. That it nevertheless feels 

like it would have been cool to (laughing) own it bit more, so to speak. (Larissa) 

The pedalboard is also a kind of actor in the creative process where it can give inspirational 

input. In the process of tweaking a sound Larissa might stumble upon an unexpected sound. 

Larissa goes back to the familiarization of the equipment and negotiate: “it nevertheless feels 

like it would be cool to (laughing) own it a bit more, so to speak”. Knowledge about the 

pedalboard would incorporate its possibilities with Larissa’s musical imagination and give her 

greater agency over her sound and expression. In Larissa’s reasoning the agency over the 

equipment is more valuable than the unexpected inspiration a reduced agency could be a result 

of this. 
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Gustavo 

Gustavo has taught music for several years at the same Brazilian university that the majority of 

my informants come from, and he is also a professional composer. He teaches mainly 

composition and arranging. I met Gustavo in Sweden while he is a visiting teacher from the 

same university as the other participants. He has big experience of music technology and has 

explored the corners of ST.  

Among other tasks he has just started to compose music for a movie, and our conversation starts 

off around this work. Gustavo is composing with audio feedback based on a concept of virtual 

instruments called Kontakt. When we enter the interview in the transcript below, Gustavo has 

presented two competing virtual instrument concepts: Kontakt and Play. These two have 

different payment solutions and different functionalities. Gustavo subscribes to Play and 

reasons about buying it instead. 

Maybe you can buy - in a year it’s the same price as you buy a symphonic orchestra and then the 

next year you can buy another instrument. I think that is something to think about but in this 

moment as I need everything it’s better to have this option (subscription). (Gustavo) 

Ok, so you use the orchestra and woodwind and… (Researcher) 

Yes, I have everything, and symphonic percussion also. And also solo violin, solo cello … it’s 

very nice. But they don’t let you work inside the instrument as Kontakt. With Kontakt you can 

open the samples, you can copy and build another instrument. You can do a lot of things that 

Play doesn’t let you. (Gustavo) 

This negotiation of different music software is valued both in money and the functionality 

offered. Interestingly – at this point – Gustavo does not rate the sound quality. He negotiates 

between currency value (financescapes) and the software’s functionalities, which would be 

technoscapes at first sight, but functionalities are also about taste in expression which closest 

scapes is the ideoscapes. 

Gustavo tells me that he got the commission to write and produce the music for a movie. In our 

conversation on the differences in approaches to produce music he uses his work on this 

commission as an example. 

I was just about to ask: how do you think the music changes depending on writing in scores or 

in DAW? (Researcher) 

[…] And I went to his studio and I talked with him and I said, [name], I’m afraid about it because 

I didn’t compose to cinema, to movies. How can I do? And he said: “Do you have money for 

recording with musicians, with an orchestra[?] If you have money (for it) you need to write the 

scores.” And then he said: “I’m doing this way in this film, in this movie. I have the scores and 

I record with this orchestra. But if you don’t have [money]6 – you don’t need scores, you just 

need sounds!” And he can write a symphonic score for the orchestra and he can just make a 

production of sounds. Its equal for him. The importance is the result – what is important? -the 

result. And for him that is a maestro, a great musician, it’s the same thing – it was a lesson for 

me. You can write and people can play or you can just produce and… […] So, it was a good 

lesson for me to think that it’s the same thing. (Gustavo) 

                                                 

6 Money is a replacement for movie. Gustavo clearly says movie but the context of his story makes sense as telling 

about scenarios with or without money for the production. With or without movie is not the issue in this story. The 

movie is a prerequisite for Gustavo’s commission and story. 
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Gustavo seeks his friend’s advice for how to take up his commission in relation to its finished 

product. Gustavo’s surprise of his friend’s focus on the result and how the way to it is 

insignificant, reveals a bias by Gustavo for one or the other way to work with and produce his 

music. He learns that the goal saves the means and in the case of this story, the means is justified 

by the projects budget. The story is about a negotiation. Gustavo turns to one of his locals for 

advice in his negotiation on creativity, technology, finance and the final art work. This story 

has the local perspective of two Brazilian composers and producers in a process of negotiation 

of a productional process for a final art work that will be presented and distributed on a global 

level. But, if the result is the same independent of productional method, why even consider the 

more expensive alternative of the combination of writing a score and hire an orchestra and 

studio? Our conversation continues: 

So, you say it’s – I hear what you are saying – it is the result that matters, but you can do it 

different ways. What could the difference between the two ways to work? (Researcher) 

The difference is… for me, I just can say… because when we are working with musicians we 

have something more… more personal. You can talk about emotions, you can write about 

emotions, you can have a musical situation that can put your feelings… but if you are working 

with a machine… with samples…  a sample is like a picture, in a moment, that a musician use. 

You don’t know and you are… you are like a Lego – do you know Lego?! – you are building a 

Lego, so you have to have a different feeling about it to try to impose, to put your feelings over 

this situation that are not a real situation. There are fake situations but can sound… if you are 

good in production. (Gustavo) 

Expression, feeling and human touch to the music is central in Gustavo’s story. On a local level, 

working with an orchestra in a studio, a nuanced expression could be explored and 

accomplished in a dialogical way between humans. The virtual instruments that can be used as 

an alternative are produced and distributed in a global perspective by some other in another 

situation and with different musicians. The expressional possibilities resemble as Lego to 

Gustavo where he, as the producer, has to work hard and have deep knowledge of the 

technology to gain the expressive nuances needed. The metaphor of Lego as building bricks 

illustrates the virtual tools as offering a rough palette of expressions which requires quite hard 

work in the production process to fill in the gaps and impose the expressive nuances required 

for the piece. The negotiation is between a work effort at the recording phase in the scenario of 

a live orchestra. This recording is already done in virtual instruments but with limited variants 

of expression which in turn requires a work effort at the production stage in the respective 

scenario.  

Gustavo is intrigued by the modern virtual technology. And as he is being inspired and 

convinced by others and their work, Gustavo invites technology to his musical practice where 

incorporation will be done by knowledge. 

I can see… guys doing things very interesting – I want to learn more about production, because 

I want to save time working. (Gustavo) 

So far Gustavo has talked about technology as a sounding part of the result. He continues to 

acknowledge technology as a developed part of the production process. He recalls how analog 

technology was slowing down the productional process and in some cases the creativity. 

Because nowadays it’s much easier to mix something. In my time you had six guys with a big… 

with each one had to command some faders and then something got wrong and “oh, my god, 

let’s do it again”. You didn’t have copy and paste so you have to cut the tape! It was… we were 

always afraid “ah- I have to cut!” and it was really to cut and paste (laughing)… so, I think the 

technology of course the sound is more… have more and more quality but it works over the 
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procedures of working… [Technology is very useful when it comes to production mechanisms, 

the “hands-on” part of it. It’s useful, I could say, to the production itself.]7 It helps on the 

production itself, not just on the results. It’s … today things are faster and more accurate also in 

the production ways. (Gustavo) 

Today, with tools like ST, you can program parameter movements along the timeline of the 

music being produced. That means that a change on the volume fader or a mute button being 

pushed can be repeated the exact same way at the same time by the DAW next time the 

production is played. Recording, mixing, faders, cut and paste – all of them functionalities that 

have been around since the dawn of recording technology. The difference to Gustavo is that 

“today things are faster and more accurate […]”. Gustavo tells us a story of a changing same in 

the history of music production. Before our conversation changes focus we sum up: 

So, you mean that... did you say that technology is more incorporated in the process of 

composing? (Researcher) 

Yes, yes, I think so. (Gustavo) 

Is that good or bad for the music? (Researcher) 

I don’t think… neither bad or good. It’s just different. It’s our reality, it’s the situation (we have). 

(Gustavo) 

At this point, Gustavo expresses the deeper incorporation of technology in music as a changing 

same. Based on my question, the music today, with a greater assistance from technology, is not 

better or worse. It’s the “same” music but changed. As we dwell in the changings same, Gustavo 

recalls hearing a MPB production of a traditional samba made by virtual instruments. He 

remembers the production sounding “[…] terrible, because it had nothing to do with the song”. 

By it in his statement he refers to the choice of mechanical and technical sounding instruments 

for the traditional samba connoting organic and acoustic a like. 

So, I think the things are beginning to conviver…  is beginning to live together – the technology 

and the tradition. But it’s not time to put everything out and comes with the technology – just 

the technology. How can we use the technology in MPB? It’s a…  challenge! (Gustavo) 

Gustavo continues by acknowledging the use of technology a traditional, well known, way of 

recording and editing equipment as well as peripherals. But the peripherals have developed to 

include virtual instruments and Gustavo is hesitant. 

So, but this is a challenge for the new decade to begin using things that… that change to a better 

way – not replacing but adding, summing ok?! And beginning to have new sonorities, new 

timbres – it’s good to have, but they are in a hurry, some producers are in a hurry, and then they 

take out the percussion and put just machines and you say “but, what does he want to do?” He 

wants to be different to just “Hey! I’m here – I can do thing in a different way!”. But is it good 

to do this way? I have my doubts. So, my expectation is that the things need to come in a good 

way with calm, calmly, and some experiences using combining … (Gustavo) 

At this point, in a reflection over traditional Brazilian music and a deeper technological 

involvement in its production, Gustavo argues for the collective negotiation of this process. The 

discourse on traditional Brazilian music needs to participate in the collaboration of technology 

which is a slow process. Gustavo’s example of a samba produced with virtual instrument was 

                                                 

7 English translation replacement of: “I will say in Portuguese: A tecnologia ajuda muito no mecanismo da 

produção, no fazer da produção. Ajuda, poderia até dizer, na produção em si.” 
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for him too big of a step for the tradition. The connection to memory and tradition was too 

distant from the technical sounding production he heard. To Gustavo the technology and MPB 

has been introduced to each other and now need the time and process to familiarize themselves 

with each other. Questions are being raised on this frontier: “How can we use the technology 

in MPB?” and “How can it work?”. Gustavo sees the need of discursive negotiation over time 

for the incorporation of new technology in MPB. His “[…] expectation is that the things need 

to come in a good way with calm, calmly, and some experiences using combining …”. Gustavo 

interrupt himself and move the subject to a sidetrack, but he have expressed some interesting 

perspectives. In the context of our conversation, “things” refers to technology. But not only the 

equipment but in a musical perspective of how sound is made and what it connotes. For Gustavo 

this needs to “come in a good way”. Technology needs to be approved while being incorporated 

in the traditional MPB’s creative process. He continues with “…some experience using…” 

where he touches the same issue of the need for human approval of technology by appropriation. 

The human and the musical traditions need to have agency over the technology. Not the 

opposite, which to Gustavo would connote an individual, sensational and provocative approach 

were the music would not be a true contribution to MPB on a social, discoursive level. On the 

other hand, here we are – discussing, relating and calibrating the meaning of Gustavo’s story to 

what we know about and where we want to go with music. 

Ana 

Ana describes herself as a singer and composer but also acknowledge that she plays acoustic 

and electric guitar. She answers in Portuguese starting with the question of how technology has 

affected her music practice: 

I think it allowed me to see that I can do a lot of things on my own, not needing to hire someone 

to do it… and I’ll end up with some nice quality. It’s… and also to test arrangements, try some 

things, some sounds without needing to rehearse, to have an available group. (Ana) 

The story is about personal empowerment by the resource to have the “ensemble at home”. 

Time is negotiated and Ana appreciates to be able to let her creative process take its time. 

Solitary freedom gives Ana agency to create, with the result close to an ensemble. We continue 

to talk about virtual instruments and Ana reflects on the downsides with them. 

I think the only problem is… maybe it’s just a prejudice of mine, but I think it might be a little 

cold in relation to the… real instruments. Because it’s not being played by humans. I see some 

kind of coldness8 on some instruments. Like… yeah, like that. I think the sound coming from 

real people is warmer… more touching. (Ana) 

Even though the private virtual ensemble is attractive in terms of giving time to the creative 

process and as a composer having agency over the process, the virtual ensemble is detached 

from the human touch as of warmth and touch. The private situation in Ana’s production 

process is exaggerated by the virtuality in the instruments. A camouflaged detachment from 

social aspects.  

Later in our conversation, I ask what she thinks about the difference between sheet note based 

software like Finale and a DAW like ST. 

Ah, there’s also that difference. I wasn’t even going there, but yeah, I think it’s easier, maybe, 

it’s more… instantaneous, the idea gets more instantaneous in Soundtrap because I don’t need 

to write in there and… think about what I’m writing. It’s much more… yeah, instantaneous. The 

                                                 

8 Translation alternative: stiffness 
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idea flows easier, I think. Because you’re not using the score. The score, to me, is something that 

makes me stop and write... and maybe sometimes this hinders the fluidity of an idea. (Ana) 

Ana expresses notation as a detour to a result from an idea. The DAW way of work skips that 

detour. It is a different kind of creative process and different software support different 

workflows. We dwell further into creativity with technology: 

Do you think the technology changes the way you make music, how the music sounds: Ana with 

technology and without? (Researcher) 

I think it changes, but… I don’t know. Since I’m the one doing it, it doesn’t change. I see it more 

as another way of creating. I don’t think it changes me, it’s just a different way of doing 

something, you know… more… real. (Ana) 

Can you describe it? (Researcher) 

I’m not sure real is the right word, but… it’s more like… like another…. way.  

[…] 

I guess… it’s... this other way that joins the way I usually do it. For example, I’m a singer, 

composer, and I play some guitar as well. I can get that, record it on my cellphone, put it in there 

and add some virtual strings. That’s when things get together. That’s how I see it, but from the 

moment I recorded on my cellphone it’s already a virtual thing or… also virtual.  

[…]  

I also think there’s this joining of things. This mix of what you can do and what you can’t, but 

you can get a computer to do it for you. (Ana) 

Technology only changes the way to work with different approaches to creativity. The personal 

expression stays the same as the changing part of music is the workflow and tools for it. The 

recording of acoustic instrument is considered virtual as it enters the equipment. In this sense 

the production would always be only virtual and not a hybrid of human acoustics and virtual 

instruments as Ana continues to describe. What Ana means by a recording becoming virtual is 

that the performance enters the technological domain. Technology extends the ability of the 

composer as “you can get a computer to do it for you” (Ana). The “joining” and “mix” expresses 

something like a human-technology hybrid where technology takes over where the human ends. 

Technology keeps, in a way, the human solitary. Instead of extending a human with other 

humans, the technology is the extension. I ask Ana if she thinks that there could be too much 

technology in music: 

Maybe, but then we get into a matter of taste and aesthetics. Yes... depends if you like it or not, 

I don’t think there’s a… “ah, no, when you get to this point you can’t use it anymore…” I don’t 

think it’s got to have a limit, I guess that depends on one’s taste, if you like things more 

electronic, or… less. 

[…] 

I’m still… looking, figuring out what I like and what I don’t like. I think I need to mess around 

with it, but it really interests me. I think it’s very cool. (Ana) 

The level of technological involvement is a matter of taste and a process of ongoing negotiation. 

Ana wants to familiarize herself with the technology to find her specific affection for it. 

Referring to in what way technology might be part of a change of taste in music Ana continues: 
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What do you mean in what way? The role it plays? I think it’s… in the expansion of means of 

expression. I don’t need to… I don’t need to compose only for guitar and voice, I get to compose 

for strings, I get to compose for other instruments I wouldn’t imagine I could. So, I think... in 

that sense of being able to expand my composition tools, I think that’s what’s most interesting 

to me. I think that’s what’s… charming. Being able to expand, not only composing in the way I 

do. Being able to compose for other instruments and to test it. (Ana) 

Ana continues her reasoning about virtuality and expresses a distance to other musicians and 

how the virtual technology fills this gap (with limitations as mentioned above). But virtuality 

also expands her creative possibilities – like a bigger palette of musical expressions. Ana is 

intrigued by being able to explore in her own pace and in fields that excites her and gives her 

empowerment of her agency in musical expression and creativity. Here is a negotiation taking 

place in favor of the personal expression. The absence of string ensemble is dealt with, with 

technology, and imagination is freed by its virtuality from this occupation represented by the 

absence of human musicians. Ana concludes: “And… that’s what I said, if there are any missing 

instruments, if you can’t have musicians, I get to solve it all in the program.”. 

Later we end up talking about the future and I ask Ana about her plans for the future and the 

use of music technology. She wants to do an album, and to do that she recognizes the need for 

knowledge and a technical language to be able to participate and have agency in all aspects of 

the creative process. 

I want to record my own album and be have more… more knowledge and more... be able to say 

what I want, be more sure of what I want in the mixing, in the instrumentation. Yes, having more 

power9, in that way. (Ana) 

Do you feel that... technology… speaking of power, can you talk more about power? 

(Researcher) 

Yes... I think that, here in our college, we learn many things that give us power and… the music 

knowledge to go into a recording and… being sure of what you want. I think studying technology 

is very important. The mixing part and everything in this recording step because you’ll know 

whatever it is that the sound engineer is doing, and you’ll be able to say whether if you like or 

not. If you don’t know a thing about it, you can’t have an opinion. (Ana) 

Technology and how to use it needs to be communicated with a common language between 

Ana and her co-workers, for Ana to have agency over the aesthetical result. For Ana to have 

this autonomy, the way leads through knowledge and familiarization. 

 

                                                 

9 In this last part, the word power could be exchanged for autonomy, which might be a more precise, if rougher, 

translation of autonomia. However, during the interview, the translator decided to use power, in order to more 

reassuringly convey the idea that one has the knowledge necessary to be confidently in charge of most aspects of 

a production. 
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DISCUSSION 

I will start this discussion section by returning briefly to my choice of theory and method 

followed by a discussion on the result. 

Comments on the design of the study 

The theoretical framework presented is a consequence of a hermeneutical dialogue between the 

problem and result in this study. The problem is stated in the aim and research questions of this 

study, and the result is presented as the individual stories told. In order to build the postcolonial 

framework, to be used to express and analyze the informant’s stories and experiences, I worked 

in a hermeneutical circle by going back and forth in asking questions to my empirical data and 

developing theories to adequately present the stories told. The postcolonial framework is 

therefore intertwined with the hermeneutical perspectives and method. The hermeneutics and 

its constructive conception of knowledge is fundamental in this study (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 

2011; Hartman, 2004; Kramer, 2011). My understanding of the postcolonial is based on this 

conception of constructivism, and is “constructed” in a dialogical way with the result. Thus, the 

hermeneutical pendulum, of going back and forth by studying the part and the whole, is evident 

in the postcolonial framework of globalization (Appadurai, 1996; Gilroy, 1993; Robertson, 

1995), hybridity (Bauhn & Tepe, 2016; Bhabha, 1994; Burke, 2009; Prabhu, 2007) and agency 

(Barnes, 2000; Bauhn & Tepe, 2016; Bhabha, 1994; Long, 2013), and its relation to the result. 

I argue that this interpretational and anti-essential thematic based on hermeneutics and 

postcolonialism is strong and evident in this study. 

I have argued that this study is best tailored to qualitative research strategies as I endeavour to 

tell the individual stories of the experiences with technology in musical practice. The 

hermeneutical method of the combination of data collecting and analysis has been supporting 

the answering of the research questions in the way that they have placed the story of each 

informant in focus. The informants have been able to express what’s on their mind regarding 

technology in their musical practice, with the ability to clarify through semi-structured 

interviews (Smith et al., 2009). ST as communicational support during the interviews has turned 

out to be a good strategy as it supported observation of different aspects of technology. I will 

discuss the role of ST later.  

My experience with conducting semi-structured interviews was limited. I realized during the 

analysis of the transcript that I missed out on some interesting paths that ran through some of 

the interviews. For example, when Larissa talks about her use of technology and I expand the 

concept by introducing the use of technology as a sound shaping tool, I did not take the 

opportunity to inquire further about her conception of the technological involvement in her 

musical practice. 

Discussion of the result 

When starting off this project, I had a preconceived notion of what kind of narratives I was 

supposed to hear and what kind of knowledge I could expect to find. As I have been working 

with this study and by meeting the many talented and generous participants my horizon of 

understanding has expanded, where the most obvious is the level of intertwinement of 

technology in our musical practice. In general, we both see technology as physical things as 

well as use it as creative and communicative partners. Another perspective is how we, in 

general, use technology as a lens for new perspective, and how this is done both consciously 

and unconsciously. Another addition to my horizon of understanding is that technology adds 
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an extra layer to the hermeneutic musical discussion (Kramer, 2011; Tykesson, 2009) – music 

technology has its own discussion. In general, we also presume a lot of technology. When 

talking about, or using Youtube for example, we mean the support of expression and social 

connection while we presume the data transfer infrastructure, data storage and database 

connections. 

On the plane back from the second interview, I felt slightly disappointed. My immediate 

impression of the interview material was not on a par with my preconception of this project. 

For one, I was confronted with my limitations as an interviewer as I headed for a deeper 

conversation about the actual use of technology in musical expression. I had hoped to hear more 

technical terms, and more about sound-manipulating tools in the conversation. I thought my 

empirical data were too light for my project – that I had not been able, as an interviewer, to 

narrow the narratives down to my idea of technology in music – or, more precisely, technology 

in sound. Later, I realized that my idea of how technology is incorporated in musical practice 

was in fact too narrow. My focus fell on the working bench of musical creativity and the tools 

presented there, omitting the craftsman and their movement in the workshop and social 

network. In other words, I left Sweden looking for how technology can shape sound and came 

back with empirical data showing examples of how technology can shape our musical lifeworld.  

The hermeneutic approach to analyze my empirical data has been a very interesting process. As 

I grappled with the transcriptions, notions of glocalization and capacities for musical agency 

gradually appeared. As my empirical work has raised pertinent questions and highlighted the 

need for another turn of the hermeneutic circle, I have had to expand my pre-understanding 

which is evident in this study and the chapters on Background and Theoretical framework. This 

has enabled me to reveal the stories behind the empirical data with the conceptions of 

glocalization, hybridity, negotiation and agency. 

The broadening of my horizon of understanding is evident in the presented ways that 

technology is incorporated and negotiated in music actors’ practice – negotiations that show 

evidence of an individual hybridity in a perspective of glocalization. I have divided them into 

the sections Narratives of glocal hybridity through music technology and Emerging themes 

below. 

Narratives of glocal hybridity through music technology 

As a result of my research I have been able to tell several stories about how music actors in 

higher music education use and incorporate technology in their musical practice. A summary 

of the informants’ stories follows where the parenthesis are references back to the Background 

and Theoretical framework. 

Guilherme 
Guilherme’s use of technology makes up more or less all his musical practice, as technology 

has become his instrument and he creates music freely with it (Studio as instrument, Mbabazi, 

2012). He has learned and is familiar with technology to a degree where he can master it 

transparently for his musical expression. With options within the technoscapes, he has changed 

platforms for his career, from traditional musician to electronic music producer as he felt limited 

and uncomfortable with the traditional musical practice and intrigued by the possibilities with 

technology. In this process he has used technology as a leverage to change his local social 

situation from being part of a touring band to be part of a network of electronic music creators. 

To Guilherme, the guitar was limited to a traditional local and by changing instrument to 

technology, he also could change the related local. This way, he represents a flow in the 
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ethnoscapes (Appadurai, 1996) as he, as individual, has moved from one cultural context to 

another, as well as flow in the ideoscapes as he changes his artistic expression, or idea. He uses 

global internet services for collaboration and exchange of computer files which represent flows 

in the mediascapes (Appadurai, 1996). Guilhermes narrative reveals a quite dramatic leap in 

his musical expression  - a changing same where he changes technology and tonal language for 

the same need for musical expression (Gilroy, 1993). 

Fernanda 
Fernanda makes her music mainly with acoustic instruments and in ensembles with other 

musicians. Even though she presents herself as unfamiliar with technology, Fernanda is aware 

of the possibilities with technology. She maps out her future technological scene as containing 

possibilities for her to expand her musical discourse and participate in additional music social 

situations. The musical disocurse represents flow in the ideoscapes and the additional musical 

social flow in the ethnoscapes (Appadurai, 1996). The knowledge about technology is for 

Fernanda a path to participate in a different local social – a way to get higher capacity for agency 

(Bauhn & Tepe, 2016). Communication technology could improve, as a flow in the ideoscapes 

and mediascapes (Appadurai, 1996), the interpretative dialogue within an ensemble where 

recorded performance suggestions could be part of the musical discussion. Fernanda also talks 

about technology as a tool for her own arranging creativity – to make her own music and not 

“[…] only play what’s written” (Fernanda). In the same manner as above, she se technology as 

a way to get higher capacity for agency (Bauhn & Tepe, 2016) in her musical expression. 

Vinicius 
Even though Vinicius states that it does not interfere with his musical expression, he reasons 

explicitly about the cultural representation of the prepared loops in ST. Vinicius does not find 

a representation for Brazilian traditional music in the loop library of ST which reveals a global 

and local relation (Robertson, 1995; Taylor, 2001). Though not explicitly told, he defines ST 

as not truly a tool for world music in the sense of representing different music styles in a global 

perspective. Vinicius’ local does not really fit into the globally accessible ST. To Vinicius, 

technology is a tool for both creativity and connectivity. He appropriate technology (Taylor, 

2001) for the use of connecting different diasporas in the vast country of Brazil and also in 

general terms to help “[…] different cultures talk to each other” (Vinicius). This connection of 

diasporas places technology as an enhancer of ideoscapes and mediascapes between the cultures 

(Appadurai, 1996). He also touches on a financial perspective by reasoning about being able to 

sell loops to the world which represent flows in ideoscapes as he would present a cultural value, 

mediascapes by the transfer of music, and the financescapes regarding the possible payment for 

his work (Appadurai, 1996). 

Amanda 
Through technology Amanda negotiates and compares her musical performance with other 

globally mediated performances. In this process she uses mediascapes (listen to recordings) to 

take part of ideoscapes as she compares ideas about interpretation (Appadurai, 1996). She also 

negotiates her own musical expression as she uses recording technology to listen to and analyze 

her own performance as she practices. By this she get higher capacity for agency on her musical 

expression (Bauhn & Tepe, 2016). She values the privacy of being creative, with technology 

and its virtual instruments, at her own pace and with her own ideas. Technology as, in this case, 

virtual instruments represent a lowering of flow in the ethnoscapes as the real ensemble is not 

meeting and playing. In relation to her work with the orchestra, she sees technology and 

associated mediascapes as a possibility to mediate her local orchestra to the global world. 

Amanda perceives technology, in the shape of social media, as crucial for the orchestra in order 
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to participate in the global. Technology puts the local in connection with the global (Robertson, 

1995; Taylor, 2001). She also sees technology as a possibility to skip into the artistical 

discussion within the orchestra, as she can present a performance suggestion with a recording. 

In this way, technology is part of the orchestra’s interpretative dialogue by letting Amanda put 

forward a clearer description of what she thinks and wants from an arrangement (ideoscapes). 

By a recording of her interpretation of the arrangement, she has, in my opinion, agency over 

the orchestra’s common interpretation. The recording is a strong contribution to the 

interpretation discussion as Amanda speaks with music and not about music.  In turn, the 

discussion within the orchestra is skipping through the part of discussing about the music, and 

can sooner than without a recording get on with a relational and overall reasoning of the piece 

instead of understanding of its inner construction and interpretation. Amanda reasons about 

how technology as of distributed recordings as part of the orchestra’s interpretational dialogue 

is bringing the members closer to each other and she feels more personally exposed to her 

musician friends. This is interesting since in this case technology both let members of the 

orchestra stay apart by mediating recordings (mediascapes), but at the same time opens a 

different flow in the ideoscapes that exposes musical expression. Technology is invited by 

Amanda for the reason of a fuller, deeper artistic meaning shared within the orchestra. 

Júlia 
Júlia’s narrative outlines her as a visionary for possibilities with technology in the development 

of MPB. She sees possibilities in a creolic approach to change the traditional (same) MPB 

(Gilroy, 1993; Prabhu, 2007). This is based on her own experience of producing such musical 

hybrids, and that she reads her local musical landscape as populated with students learning the 

MPB tradition, and with access to technical possibilities. From this point of view, with her 

experience and as a teacher, she has agency to actively have influence on the process of 

changing same (Bauhn & Tepe, 2016; Gilroy, 1993). This development of MPB starts, 

according to Júlia, with the knowledge about the tradition of MPB (same), which makes it 

possible to continue with technological/electronical incorporation (changing). In a perspective 

of a changing same she expresses that MPB as music genre has to be changed from within – on 

its own terms based on its traditions. In this narrative Júlia reveals a hermeneutic perspective 

where actors and theri interpretations is integrated in the process of changing (Kramer, 2011; 

Tykesson, 2009). Thus, Júlia also involves the audience to the process of MPB development as 

it has to be acknowledged by them as well. In this scenario we see a negotiation between 

tradition, technology and social discourse (Kramer, 2011; Mbabazi, 2012; Volgsten & Pripp, 

2016).  

Larissa 
Larissa wants to incorporate the technology as an expansion of her instrument (vocals), and her 

narrative focuses on her use of technology for her own expression and as a tool for creativity in 

such way for her to get higher capacity for agency in her music practice (Bauhn & Tepe, 2016). 

Our conversation circled around the shaping of sound and its relation to expression – the tension 

between human and mechanical sounds (Mbabazi, 2012). Larissa has a clear notion of her 

technological surroundings and possibilities and concludes that it is knowledge about it that 

would be the next step (agency) for her use of technology in her music. This knowledge, or 

rather the effort to acquire it, stand in relation to the need for it. Here I am referring to the 

assignment where she was supposed to cooperate with another student through ST. The effort 

of learning ST was bigger than the actual musical task and the two students decided to meet in 

person instead. Another way to put it, is that the two students were geographically too close, in 

the same ethnoscape, to benefit from familiarizing with a communication technology in the 

mediascape. 
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Gustavo 
Gustavo highlights many aspects of negotiation with technology. In his story of film music 

production, he negotiates finances, technology, time, expression, and by the combination of 

those; global and local. By finances I point to Gustavo talking about the project budget and the 

different prices for virtual tools. Depending on which model he chooses to work from, he would 

put work effort in different kind of processes as follows. By choosing the live orchestra he will 

work solitary in the compositional phase while when recording he will work in an interpretative 

dialogic situation with the orchestra (Kramer, 2011). In this scenario the project will start at 

Gustavo as individual and travel from a local orchestra to the global audience. By choosing the 

virtual orchestra he will work solitary all the way to a global release. In this scenario, the virtual 

orchestra will be pre-produced by the manufacturer in a global perspective, used by Gustavo 

until released for a global audience. This illustrates quite different flows and traces of the music 

as well as different kinds of sociocultural interferences in the finished music. Different kind of 

technology can either support the isolation of the producer, or the interactive creative process 

within orchestra recording. In a manner as mentioned earlier, technology affects in this case the 

flow in ethnoscapes as well as sharing of aesthetic values as flow in the ideoscapes (Appadurai, 

1996). 

In a similar way that Júlia is reasoning about strategy for the MPB development, Gustavo thinks 

that the incorporation of electronic tools and sound in the traditionally acoustical MPB should 

be done slowly and carefully. From an audience perspective, he tells the story of how this 

development can come across too rapidly. This expression of ideology draws the map of music 

tradition, musician/producer and audience as the needed participants in the negotiation of MPB 

development in a changing same (Gilroy, 1993; Kramer, 2011). 

Ana 
Ana is well aware about the technology in her surroundings, and her story draws a map of the 

technologies she uses and would like to use. She has experience with music production with 

the aid of both notation software as well as the DAW-type of software. Her negotiation of these 

is in favor of the DAW (ST) as the type of software does not need the extra processing, or layer, 

of notes to be creative with music and hear the result as a virtual representation. But technology 

does not offer a contribution to the actual musical expression. Ana reasons on how her music 

is constant irrespective of being produced with technology or not. Ana has agency in her 

musical expression whether being performed live or technically produced (Bauhn & Tepe, 

2016). She “[sees] it more as another way of creating” (Ana). Still, the possibilities with the 

virtual instruments in a DAW is intriguing to Ana and challenges her musical imagination and 

enables her to compose for a variety of instruments, and to complete an ensemble with 

whichever instrument is missing. In this part of her narrative, she reveals a relation to a local 

social as of band/ensemble rehearsal as well as contradictory the virtual ensemble. The DAW 

both is the ensemble as well as a tool for preparing for the real ensemble. 

Ana’s plan to make an album challenges her knowledge of the process and its technology as 

she wants to be in control and to have power of the production stages – to be autonomous in 

the production of her own album. To Ana it is about knowledge of how to utilize music 

technology by herself – to get higher capacity for agency (Bauhn & Tepe, 2016) – as well as to 

be able to communicate locally about this usage and productional processes with co-workers. 

This need for communication identifies a central role of technology in music. Discourse on 

music (hermeneutic), according to Ana, need the thematic addition of technology (Kramer, 

2011; Tykesson, 2009). Knowledge of technology will empower Anas creativity as well as 

enhance her language for communication in the creative process. 
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The narratives tell us that the world is invited and studied through technology, and the local, as 

individual or groups, gains agency through technology to present itself to the world. With 

knowledge in the technology, these locals have greater capacity for agency in creativity and 

communication in such way that the local can define and express itself for the global. 

Emerging themes 

In order to participate in a modern globalized musical discourse, the music actor requires the 

adherent knowledge. None of my informants expressed the need for knowledge on a detailed 

technical level as to how digital tools are programmed or how a cloud service’s data 

communication is structured, but several of them expressed the need for knowledge about how 

to use the technical tools. They know about the technical possibilities and they will gain creative 

agency through better knowledge of how to use the tools. Guilherme, for example, noticed how 

he worked faster in a class situation and pointed to his greater experiences with technology, 

what to expect from it and how to use it. He could start to create music while, as he noticed, his 

student colleagues were introduced to ST and its interface and tools. The difference in 

knowledge reflected in the difference in creative agency. Fernanda looks at her social 

surroundings and states the difference in social participation and creativity based on knowledge 

about technology. Similarly, Larissa also expresses the creative relation to knowledge about the 

technological tools. She wants more knowledge about and control over her pedal board in order 

for it to be a supportive tool in her musical imagination and creativity, instead of her having to 

settle with the sound it happens to produce by default. Combining this with my own 

preconception of the situation described from the different perspectives of the informants, I 

suggest that although digital technology such as ST is easily accessible on the internet for at 

least half the world’s citizens, the fluent use of technology in a creative process requires 

knowledge and practice. Technology as an interface between the music agent’s imagination and 

the musical product must be transparent, so as not to be an obstacle to creativity.  

As a result of this study, I have become more aware of the importance of knowledge of and 

familiarization with equipment to be able to incorporate it with one’s musical imagination and 

production. The space between knowing about and knowing how has appeared in a new light, 

and how it is approached on a diverse individual basis. All human capabilities need to be learned 

and automated, so to speak, and what has appeared to me is the difference in thresholds of the 

technical incorporation to musical practice. In Guilherme’s case, the wider knowledge of, and 

experience with technology are evident in his comparatively free usage of technical tools. He 

has overcome the threshold of technical introduction and can see beyond the equipment towards 

what it can do for his musical imagination. Fernanda expresses the lack of relevance for the use 

of technology in her musical genre as a threshold to familiarize herself with technology, and 

Larissa talks about the size of a task in relation to the effort of technical incorporation. 

Another outcome of technology’s effect on the music production process, would be the 

tendency that the single actor is working alone for a longer time in the production process. 

Several informants emphasized the benefits of the possibility to work on their own further into 

the process and towards the finished product, be it a demo recording to present to the band as a 

way to “hand over” one’s interpretation (Amanda, Fernanda), a collective memory of the 

creative process in an ensemble (Júlia), or the virtual orchestra production as music for a movie 

(Gustavo). 

There are different expressions regarding glocalization. For example, Amanda regards 

technology as a tool to work with her own interpretation and then present it, distribute it, to 

others. This expresses technological usage on an individual expressional level in the recording 
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process, as well as a connectivity to the social surroundings in the distributional process. This 

experience coincides with ideas of the same scenario of for example Larissa and Fernanda. On 

a similar note, Ana draws the image of the more interpretatively powerful composer/arranger 

in relation to the ensemble. The interpretation is made on an individual level by the 

composer/arranger and presented to the ensemble, instead of traditionally outlined by the 

composer/arranger and interpreted with the ensemble. This is verified by both Amanda and 

Gustavo with their experience of working with a live orchestra and in Gustavo’s case a virtual 

one as well. On a global level there are stories about watching YouTube videos from musicians 

around the world for inspiration, and also using the video streaming technology as one’s own 

showcase. Amanda, for example, uses musicians’ interpretations from around the world as 

inspiration for her own studies and interpretation, and she sees streaming services as offering 

advertising possibilities for her orchestra.  

In Gustavo’s story, in the scenario of a production with a live orchestra, the process goes from 

individual (the composer) to local in the studio working with musicians, production team etc., 

to where the movie, supposedly, is distributed on a global level. In the other scenario, where 

the composer is working with virtual instruments, the process goes from the instruments being 

produced or prepared on a global perspective, used by the individual (the composer), and back 

to where the final movie is distributed on a global level. In a sense, this scenario omits the local. 

Vinicius sees the absence of his local rhythms in the global tool of ST, but he also realizes the 

connective possibilities with software like ST to move the spread Brazilian locals closer to each 

other. The technoscapes (equipment) and the use of them in the mediascapes (image, message), 

could open a flow in the ideoscapes for these Brazilian locals to connect and participate in a 

discourse on music (Kramer, 2011; Tykesson, 2009). 

With the use of technology to produce and share a pre-production, the many individuals in 

Amanda’s orchestra unite more efficiently in an interpretation, and additionally the orchestra 

gains a fuller conversation about the music and interpretation. The effect of technology in this 

case is a stronger affinity in the local. Fernanda describes knowledge about technology as a 

door she has to enter to be able to participate in a musical global – or at least a bigger local. As 

argued, there is a gradient between local and global, and Fernanda expresses the idea of 

technology as a way to step outside her present local. To her, technology is obviously means 

taking part in different social situations and processes of music creation, as technological 

conceptions are an expansion to the languages and communications about music which opens 

up for this new social relations and participations. To fully participate in the music discourse, 

she needs to “talk” technology. Larissa also acknowledges the path of knowledge to incorporate 

technology but in the perspective of expanding her creativity and gain more agency over her 

expressional possibilities. 

Guilherme, Júlia, Larissa and Ana give their view of technological manipulation to music and 

sound. With different approaches and different sets of values they represent a variety of musical 

hybridization with technology. Guilherme tells us about his full technological integration where 

technology is his instruments and to reach the final sound design he uses whatever tools and 

manipulation he needs. Júlia is eager to involve sound shaping technology in MPB based on 

own experiences. Larissa and Ana express a different view of authenticity as they reveal ethical 

perspectives on how much technology there should be in their music. Here I borrow the 

expression dehumanization from Mbabazi (2012) presented in the chapter on Background. As 

the balance of technology and human connotations in music can, depending on productional 

process, get predominantly technological, the music can sound dehumanized. The ethical aspect 

of this is individual, where some prefer technical, dehumanized music while other do not. 
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Summary 

Based on the result presentation and analysis followed by this discussion, I propose that this 

study has fulfilled its aim to investigate how music actors in higher education in music relate 

to and make use of technology in music.  

Research question no 1: How do music actors in higher music education use and incorporate 

technology in their musical practice? The result presentation reveals eight hybridized ways of 

incorporating and using technology in musical practice. Some examples are Guilherme’s use 

of technology to change his creative platform, Amanda’s use of technology to show her musical 

ideas instead of only talking about it, and Júlia’s use of technology to “modernize” her culture’s 

traditional music. 

Research question no 2: How can music actors’ work in higher music education be understood 

as reflecting globalization and glocalization, and how may this work be perceived as examples 

of hybridity of music and technology? With a combination of the chapter on Result and 

Discussion, I show how technology can offer a connection between two or all of global, local 

and individual. For example, Gustavo’s option to produce music for film with virtual 

instruments would “omit” the local, Vinicius local music culture is not included in the loop 

library of the global service of ST, and Ana wants more knowledge about technology to be able 

to take more part in the technological thematic in her discourse on music. The hybridization 

(Bauhn & Tepe, 2016; Bhabha, 1994; Burke, 2009; Prabhu, 2007) has been drawn with 

disjunctive flows (Appadurai, 1996), the concept of changing same (Gilroy, 1993) and agency 

(Barnes, 2000; Bauhn & Tepe, 2016; Bhabha, 1994; Long, 2013). 

Research question no 3: How do such negotiations contribute to an understanding of the 

possibilities of musical agency? As above, with a combination of the chapter on Result and 

Discussion, I show, depending on diasporic or creolic approach, technology is appropriated or 

incorporated for the purpose to get higher capacity for agency. Larissa’s work with a pedalboard 

can be a creative tool if used randomly, but with greater knowledge about it, Larissa would 

have higher capacity for agency over her sound and musical expression. Other examples are 

Fernanda’s use of technology to get higher capacity for agency over her own music creativity, 

and Amanda’s use of recording technology as a discussion partner on interpretation of her own 

expression. 

Even though there are many more stories to be told about music, technology and sociocultural 

relations, this study has presented perspectives from the viewpoint of eight music actors. Their 

incorporation of technology in their musical practice and how this may favourably be related 

to concepts of globality, locality and hybridity, has been presented as a result of a hermeneutic 

process that has also enabled me to develop a theoretical framework along with the search for 

answers to the research questions. 

The acknowledgement of dynamics within a glocalized world, as I discuss within a postcolonial 

framework, has made it possible to reveal the complexity of my informant’s negotiation of 

technology in their musical practice. 

Besides getting to know eight musical talents, I have shown how through a hermeneutical 

framework, paying attention to postcolonial theory, enables us to see the diverse ways that 

technology is incorporated in the everyday musical practice of music actors in Brazil. This is 

borne out in the terminology of diasporic and creolic approaches to music technology, where 

the one embraces technology in order to develop new approaches while the other realizes that 

technology has little to offer for her musical tradition. The gap between knowing about and 
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knowing how, and how this gap affects the capacity for creative and communicative agency, 

has become vivid to me and offered opportunities for me as a music production teacher. Music 

technology becomes a lens – or rather several lenses – through which the music actor can take 

a view of and maintain a connection to herself as well as her local to the global, dynamically in 

several different flows. Technology, to all intents and purposes, plays a central role in the 

negotiation in music discourse ranging from the individual through the local to the global. This 

will contribute to my own musical practice as well as to my possibilities to help my music 

production students and to give them tools to describe their situation. 

Further research 

Several participants express that they have to learn the technological musical tools, and they 

talk about music and communication technology as a new stage. If they do not enter this stage, 

their music will be silent. These expressions reveal a wish to be a part of something. A case for 

further research could be the question whether this is the local/individual wanting be part of, or 

meeting, the global/local? To phrase the question differently: how is technology altering the 

range of the music discourse, where the individual’s musical interpretation is socio-culturally 

negotiated? This study approaches such questions through interpreting informants’ stories 

within a postcolonial framework but does not cover this sociocultural perspective fully. 

The informants in my study focus on how to use existing technological tools where the 

production of such tools is done elsewhere and by others. This field, between the producer and 

the consumer of music technology, opens for a number of studies. E.g., how can the binary of 

producer and consumer be more dynamic? How can, for example, a music technological tool 

be constructed and designed to offer as much flexibility and creative agency to the “consumer” 

as possible? What kind of creative and pedagogical methods can be developed to help the 

“consumer” to become aware of when and how technology limits the human imagination? 

Question for this scenario might be: Who is really the actor? Is it the producer of the 

technological tools, or the producer of the music? And what about the consumer of the music 

that chooses to play a song or not?  
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